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Abstract
The authors have succssfuy designed, built and tested an aerosol sampler
which is capable of collectig, in an unattended maner, a tie-series set of aerosol
samples (aerosol-embeded fiters) from moored ocean buoys and remote areas on
land. Reseach on aerosols, in paricular, and atospheric chemistr, in general, has
not ben previously attempted from buoys. Aerosols enterig and leaving the ocean
play an importt role in cliat change, ocean productivity, pollutat trsport and
atmospheric optics.
Th report discusses (1) the scientic applicatons of a buoy-mounted aerosol
sampler, (2) the advantages of using buoys as research platform and (3) the authors'
new instrnt. Also discussed are the results of a four month test of the aerosol
sapler on the AEOC (Atmosphere/Ocean Chemistry Experiment) tower in
Bermuda and the results of a thee month test on a buoy moored in Vineyard Sound
off Woods Hole, MA USA. The direct comparson between WHOI fiters and
AEROCE fiters from the Bermuda tower is very encourg as the Fe
concentrons of aerosols compare to with 10-15% over a wide range of values.
Aerosol sampling from a buoy moored in coasta waters was succssfuy tested under
a varety of atospheric and oceanc conditions.
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I. Summar
The ocanatmosphere bounda is of crtical importce in the fields of
atmospheric, ocea and cliat reseach and vita to our understading of cli
change, ocea productivity, and pollutat transport. Studying ths interfac is dicult
in logitica, tehnologica and scientic senses. The lower mae atospheric
boundar layer (L-MAL) - defied here as 1-10 m above the sea surac - is a region
of complex and dynamc processes. The episodic production, trsport and removal
of aerosols is the key problem with respect to both properly saplig aerosols and to
better understadig the processes controllng the composition and abundance of
aerosol parcles trsitig the surace of oceans (and lakes) though the L-MAL.
With fudig frm the Natonal Scientific Foundation, the authors have
succsfuy designed buit and tested an aerosol samler which is capable of
collecg, in an unatnded maer, a ti-series set of aerosol saples (aerosol-
embeded fiters) from moored ocan buoys and remote areas on land. Research on
aerosols, in parcular, and atospheric chemistr, in genera, ha not ben previously
attmpte from buoys. The idea of an aerosol sampler arose when the fit author
observed large amounts of reddish brown (Sah) dust stuck to meteorological
sensors mounted on buoys deployed off nortwest Afca Ths implied that buoys
could be use as platorm for the more precise salig of contienta dust
depositig on the oceas. Th report discusses the scientic applicatons of a buoy-
mounted aerosol sapler and the advantaes of using buoys as research platorm and
describes the authors' new instrent. Ths report also dicusses the results of a four
month test of the aerosol sampler on the AEOC (Atmosphere/Ocean Chemistr
Experiment) tower in Bermuda and the results of a thee month test on a buoy
moored in Vineyard Sound off Woods Hole, MA USA.
Although severa companes manufactue aerosol saplers that are designed to
work in the field on land sites, and some even have a ti-series caabilty, none are
robust enough to work on an ocean buoy. Moreover, none have may of the
engieerig featues and computer control systems that are needed to sale
unattended in remote and hostie regions using batry and solar power. Al of the
above featues make the fial product well suite to remote land sites where one
reuis tie-series salig of aerosols. Monitorig a raoactive disposal site in
mountaous or desert regions is one example.
Whe the focus of ths report is on technology, the scientic questions being
addressed are fudaenta in nate and have a large rage of applications in mae
and atospheric sciences. Advancements in science are drven, in cert cases lie
ths ~r()ject, by advancements in tehnology.
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II. Introduction: Scientifc Applications and Objectives
The term aerosol refers to an assembly of solid or liquid parcles, ragig in
size frm 0.001 to over 100 fUn, suspended in ai. The most common tys of
aerosols are miera dust, seasalt parcles, organc parcles, soot, fie cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) parcles, fog and clouds. Aerosols have nat sources
(oceans, desert, soil, vegetaon, forest fis, volcanoes) and anthopogenic sources
(combustion of gasolie, oil coal and charcoal, biomass burg, cement production,
agrcultue dust, smeltig). Another source of envinmntay importt aerosols is
gas-to-parcle conversion. The most promient example is the formaton of non-
seaalt sulfat (NSS) parcles from the oxidation of S02
In addition to playig substatial roles in the ea's raation balance and
cli and atospheric chemitr (Andrae, 1996; Andrea and Crutzen, 1997),
aerosols are involved in importt processes in biologica and chemica oceaogrphy.
Examples, most pertent to the development of a buoy-mounted aerosol saler, are
outled below.
1. Cert mae phytoplanon releae gaseous diethyIsuIde (DMS)
which is trsported across the ocanatosphere bounda to the mae bounda
layer where atospheric chemica reactions convert DMS to NSS parcles. Th
combinon of biology, biogeohemistr, physica trsport and atospheric
chemistr leas to the ocans bein the major source of NSS aerosols which are
importt cloud formg CCN (The CLAW hypthesis of Chalson et al., 1987). The
lack of a signcant correlaton between the concentrions of phytoplanon and
DMS in seawatr points to the complexity of the processes involved in ths cycle
(Andreae and Crutzen, 1997 and reference therein). Research into the atospheric
cycle of sul over the oceas remais an importt topic (Yvon et al., 1996). Data
from buoys, not only on non-seast sulfat (NSS) aerosols but also on the gass
DMS, S02 and ozone, could provide valuable inights into the biogeohemical cycle
of sulfu.
2. Seaalt parcles are also involved in complex heterogeneous reactions in
the troposphere which are thought to deplete the ozone concentrtions in the mae
bounda layer of the polar regions. Ths is a new ara of research (Andreae and
Crutzen, 1997 and references therein).
3. Dust origiatg from Asia and Afca is transported across large expanses
of the Nort Pacifc and Atlantic Oce (Aroto et. aI., 1989,1992; Prospero et al.,
1989). The deposition of dust on the oceans vares greatly in both tie and space
with episodic and strong seasonal pulses being domiant featues. The Iron
hypothesis is buit around the arguent that phytoplanon production in large
regions of world's oceans is lite by iron which, in tu, ha contienta dust as it
mai source (Coale et al., 1996; Duce and Tindale, 1991; DiTulo and Laws, 1991;
Donaghay et al., 1991; Marin et ai., 1991).
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4. Aerosols of dust, organc matter and soot can be importt sources of
trace metas and anthopogenic organc compounds to lakes, estuares and oceans
(Aroto et al., 1989; Duce et ai., 1991; Church et al., 1990; Vernon et al., 1990).
The organc contaant PCBs (polychloriat biphenyls), for example, are
introduced to the Great Laes priy though the atmosphere (Esenrich, 1987).
Another classic example is the increas and then decreae over the past two decades
of atospheric lead deposition to the western Nort Atlantic Ocea following the
conversion to uneaed gasolie (WU and Boyle, 1997).
5. Whe it ha ben long recognd that anthopogenic sulfate aerosols play
an importt role in the raation balance, Li et ai (1996), Tegen et ai. (1996),
Sokoli and Toon (1996) and Andrae (1996) have argued that hum activities, in
parcular land use practices, have increasd the Ea's radiatve forcing by increaing
the concentron of atospheric miera aerosols. They note the large uncertties
involved in estig the load and the optical propertes of anthropogenic miera
aerosols. In cag for a system of observation platform, Andr states "00. even
worse, we have no systm of sufcient coverage and accurcy in plac to alow
scientists thi yea from now to assess whether aerosol burdens have changed since
the present." Buoy-mounte saplers may offer the potential to make long-term
meaurements of miera aerosols in strtegic regions of the world.
6. Seat aerosols have importce in fields of cloud physics, cliat (heat and
water balances), ai pollution and atmospheric optics (Andrea et ai., 1995) and in the
Navy's Aerosol Model (De Leuw et ai., 1989). Considerale research contiues on
quatig and modelig the relatonship between wids and waves and the
production, deposition and transport of sea spray, droplets and seaalt aerosols
(Eson, 1994; De Leuw, 1986, Fai and Davidson, 1986; Fitzgerad, 1991;
Monahan, 1986; Monahan et ai., 1983, 1986; Woodcock, 1948; Wu, 1990a, b).
Studies off buoys could result in some of the fit in-situ meurements of aerosol
production, evolution, and trsport mehansms with high tempora varabilty.
il. Buoys as Reseach Platform for Atmospheric Chemistry
The deployment of meteorological and physical ocogrphic instrents
from moored buoys is a well estalihed and an importt tool in studies of mae
meteorology, atosphere-ocean interations and upper ocean physics (Rudnck et al.,
1997; Weller et ai., 1991). An emergig field of research in chemical and biologica
oceaogrhy is centered on developing analytcal instrents and samplers which
can be deployed under moored buoys (Dickey et al., 1997; Rudnck et al., 1997). The
Bermuda Testbed Moorig progr is alowig for the testing of in-water chemical
analyzers from the ALTOMOOR buoy (Dickey, 1996; Dickey et ai., 1997; Dickeyet
al., in review). The goal of such systems is to better understad the processes
connectig meteorology and physica oceanogrphy to biological and chemical
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oceanogrphy by acquig simultaeous tie-series data for importt physical,
optical, biological and chemical pareters in the upper water colum. Smal, self-
calbrag and less energy-demandig analytcal instrents capable of long-term
deployments from buoys are being tested and develope for the meaurements of bio-
optica propertes, dissolved oxygen, CO2. nitrte, phosphate, Fe and Mn (Dickey et
al., 1997; DeGradpre, 1993; Elrod et al., 1991; Mar et al., 1992; Obata et al.,
1993; Rudnick et al., 1997; Walace and Wirck, 1992). Janch et al. (1996), for
example, have recorded high resolution tie-series data for nitrte concentrtion
using an in-situ analyzer (Dickey et al., 1997). Wu and Boyle (1997) report tie-
series Ph concentrions from water sales collecte under the AL TOMOOR buoy
by their MIS sampler (Dickey et al., 1997).
Whe these new tehnques are enhcing the understadig of water colum
process, there are signcat questions which can only be addresse by saplig the
ai abve a buoy. Some advantaes of buoys as platorm for reseach in atospheric
chemitr and mae biogeochemistr ar outled below.
1. Simultaeous, long-term meurments of dust input along with a
knowledge of the physical, chemica and biological varabilty of the upper ocs are
neeed to better understad the couplig between the atospheric deposition of dust
and upper ocan chemitr and biology (e.g. the Iron Hypothsis). The sae
priciple applies to other biogeochemical cycles, an importt case being the
relatonship between phytoplanon and DMS emisions to the mae bounda
layer.
2. The ocanatmosphere bounda and the lower section of mae bounda
layer ar logisticaly and tehnologicaly diffcult regions from which to obta data on
the chemical composition and the fluxes of aerosols. Yet these two regions are
crtica to the scientic and environmenta issues just profied. Samplig systems 3-10
m above the sea surace on buoys are well positioned to sample these regions.
3. Buoys with aerosol sensors and saplers positioned at 3-10 m above the sea
surac open up the opportties for meaurg the production and propertes of sea
spray, droplets and seasalt parcles nea to their source, the ocan surace.
4. The episodic natre of aerosol trsport to and frm the oceas is a re
chaenge to sample in a comprehensive maner. The large varabilty in aerosols
concentrons and fluxes are dicult to captue in any systematc fashion using ships
or aicra Shipboard studies have raly captued a dust deposition event. Hence,
the enhancement of biological producton by dissolved iron releasd from a dust event
remas a hypthesis.
5. In contrt to ships, buoys can stay on station for 3-6 month, thus providing
a less expensive and alternatve platform for long-term tie-series research and
monitorig program and for short-term field experiments.
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6. Buoys can be moved to strtegic research regions. Aerosol data from
islands, which have ben extrmely valuale in demonstratg the episodic natue of
dust input to the oceans (Armoto et al., 1992; Duce, 1989; Gaoway, 1988;
Prospero et al., 1989) ca't be used in process-oriented studies may hundrds of
mies away. Island effects must also be considered in the samplig strtegy.
7. Having aerosol saplers on buoys remotely controlled from shore would
open up new reseach possibilties. Samplig could be event-based, that is basd on
satllte pictus of outbreak of dust and/or biomas burg from the contients,
increas biological productivity or volcanc eruptions.
IV. Designg an Aerosol Sampler for Buoys
Our sapler was designed to operate in unatended mode and under hostie
conditions. Breag waves, strong winds, continuous motion, rastorm, seaalt,
fi, and high humdity al present a formdale engieerig chalenge. Our design
phiosophy was centered around flexibilty and reundacy in the hardware and
softare systems, reliilty and simlicity of operaon and rugged housings which
open under proper salig conditions. We also designed around the requiment of
"clea" aerosol samples for tr meta analysis.
Whe a large varety of meteorological instrents ar succsfuy deployed
from buoys (Hosom et al., 1991, 1995; Rudnick et aI., 1997), no attmpt had ben
ma to design or operate aerosol salers for buoys. Severa companes
maufactue aerosol saplers that are deigned to work in the field, that is on land
sites. Some even have a ti-series caabilty. But none are robust enough to work
on an ocean buoy. Moreover, none have may of the engieerig featus and
computer control systems that are needed to sample unatnded in remote and hostie
regions. Because our buoy-mounted saler was designed to operate in unatnded
mode off battry/solar power, the fi product is also well suite to remote land sites
where one reuis tie-series saplig of aerosols. Monitorig a raoactive
disposal site in mountaous or desert regions is one example.
In designg a sapler which works in the tie-series mode we were fac
with a choice in the mode of collectig aerosols. One option was to use a conveyor
belt system to brig a clea fiter segment into the ai fiterig path. A second option
was to have a set of individua salig modules though which ai is pumpe. We
chose the second method for the following reasons. The conveyor belt mehasms is
(1) more complex in a mehanca sense, (2) if the belt of fiter marial brea as it
moves into plac, then the whole ti-series is prematly termated and (3) it is
harder to reduce contaaton as sections of a long roll of fiter are moved into
place. In the end, the use of individual filter modules led to a simler system where
each fiter of the tie-series could be isolatd in a clea maer before and afer
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samplig for aerosols. The modular strcture met our criteria of being simple, rugged
and reliable. Moreover, the modular design alows for the buidig a large system
from a sma system depending on the project's goal and ficial resources. These
points wil be expanded upon in upcomig sections.
V. Overvew of the Whole System and Basic of Operation
Th section wi present a brief overvew of the autonomous aerosol sampler.
Following sections wi provide more spec informaton into the components and
operational protocols.
Our sampler was given seven month of field testing - 4 month on the
AEROC (Atmsphere/Ocean Chemistr Exeriment) tower in Bermuda and 3
month on a buoy moored off Woods Hole, MA. The tower and buoy were
instrnted for wid sped and diecon, rate of precipitaon and ra detection. A
wiless two-way communcaons modem was added to the buoy system, thus
enablig us to monitor the salig progress, to remotely change the saplig
pareters, and to downoad the meteorological data.
The aerosol sapler is modular in design and ha two ma components, a
control module and a set of individua fiter modules (Photogrph 1). Each ty of
module has an alumum housing, weighs 30 lb., a volume of 1 cubic foot and a
footprit of 1 square foot.
Our fit version was lite to five fiter modules. Th five samle ti-
series caabilty ca be eaily increed as one control module can service may more
fiter modules. Power on the buoy was supplied on ale battery packs located in
the buoy well. The control and fiters modules used ten 100 amp hr. 1.5 volt unts;
each of the ten unts, consistig of 70 D cells wid in series, were wir in parel
for a 30 volt dc 500 amp-hr. battery. The r.f. modem used five 68 amp-hr. 1.5 volt
unts; each of the five 40 D cell unts were wired in parel for a 15 volt DC battery.
The buoy safety light used one 15 v dc, 160 amp-hr. battry (70 D cells).
The control module contas a control PC board, a TateTale computer, thee
24v DC ai pumps, and two mas flow meters. The thre pumps and two meters
provide redundacy, that is back up in case of a mechacal faiur. The computer
reives and stores data from a set of meteorological instrents and frm the ai
pums and flow meters. The fiter modules are connected to the pumps though a
manfold which alows for seuential samplig. The pumps, connected in tadem, pul
ai at a rate of 15 lpm. Ths rate wil var with the tye of fiter. What #41
fiters, for example, hadly decreae the flow rate where as membrae fiters with 0.45
!lm pore size reduce the flow to 10 lpm.
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Each fiter module consists of an inet, a motorized bal valve, an aerosol fiter
holder, a vacuum port and a local microcontroller (photogrph 2). The polypropylene
bal valve protects the fiter from contaation before and afer the ai fiterig step
and seal the inide of the fiter modules from inclement weather. The polypropylene
aerosol holder accepts 47 ro diameter fiters and screws into the back of the bal
valve. Filters can be loaded into the fiter modules without being touched. The
aiow path is al plastic to lit contaation with respect to the meaurment of
trace metas. We opted for a simple funneVtube design for the inet which keeps the
aiow path to the fiter short (10 cm) and of unform diameter (38 ro). The vane
on the buoy keeps the inets of the fiter modules into the wid except under low (~ 2
mls) speds.
The development of softare was a critica component of ths project.
Unatended samplig must be controlled by sma and flexible softare. The softare
developed for ths applicaon controls the durtion and sequence of pulg ai
though the five fiter modules and monitors flow rates, power consumption and
meteorological conditions. Moreover, the softare can respond intellgently to
vaig conditions of the atosphere and ocans. For example, by monitorig a ra
sensor and a wid gauge, the computer stops ai fiterig and closes a bal valve
durg periods of ra and/or high winds. High wids me breg waves which
would lea to seaalt contaaton of the fiters. The housing hides the fitenng
modules frm the inclement weather. Once weater conditions improve, the valve
opens and ai fiterig commnces. Ths sectoring caabilty is a powerf feate of
our system. That is, aerosol saplig can be cared out over pre-set rages of wid
spe and dition which ca be moded remotely using a wiless or sallte
modem. A samlig strgy based on dierent rages of humdity, sunght or
temperae could also be arged by addig the corresponding sensors. Studies
involving photochemistr might benefit from settg up a day/night saplig cycle.
With respect to long-term saplig from buoys, the avaiabilty and the
consumption of power is a controllg pareter. The ai pumps consume the
majority of power in our saler. Battries rema the ma power source on buoys;
solar panels ca provide an additional source of power by rehargig the battries.
The amount of batry power depends on the design of the buoy itslf. The discus
buoy deployed in our sea test was not optize with respect to battery power or a
samplig platorm. By using a spar buoy, there would be space for more batries and
a more steady platform for collectig aerosols.
A second issue in any ti-series study is the saplig resolution neeed to
addrss the scientic questions. Key pareters are the volume of ai requi per
sample, the number of samples requid for the tie-series, the ambient aerosol levels,
the rate of ai fiterig and total deployment tie. With power fied there must be a
trade off in these samlig parameters. For example, with the same amount of power
one can fiter five 10 m3 samples or twenty-five 20 m3 samples. Durg periods of
10
Ball Valve &
PC Board
Inlet & Face
Washdown
Unit
Filter Unit &
Vacuum Port
Photogrph 2. A collage with four views of the control module. Each view is one side.
Top left -side view with bal valve and computer interface card. Top right - side view of
washdown unt consisting of a 2 liter rectangular water botte and water pump. Bottom
left - Front view of inet with closed ball valve. Bottom right - back side showing vacuum
port into which fiter holders screw; plastic cover (6" diameter) for port removed and
leag against module.
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dust pulses or large seasalt production, the latter protocol would provide sufcient
amount of aerosols to yield a high resolution record. The same would apply to
collectig dust from a buoy positioned in the coasta region. In contrast, at the
"clean" ai end of the spectr - e.g., off Hawai or Tasmaa - low resolution (1-2
weeks) samplig would be preferale. Upon an outbreak of dust from Chia as
detected by satllte, one could switch to a higher frequency of samplig.
Our system can operate in a duty cycle mode for a mium of 3-4 month
with fiterig ras of 10-20 lpm (14 - 29 m3/day). A suite of may trce elements ca
be meaured with a 50 /lg saple of dust. Hence, 50 /lg is a good quantity of dust to
ai to be collected. If the anua mea Bermuda dust value of 1 /lglm3 is used as a
gude, ths trslats into 2-3 days of fiterig to obta a 50 /lg sample of dust. With
a next generaon of smaer fiter modules, ths would mea having the capabilty of
collectig 20 aerosol samples frm one buoy. Ths leaves considerale flexibilty in
the saplig strgy.
VI. Detals of the Components and Operational Protocol
a. Filter and Control Modules
Figu 1 is a block diag of the whole system whie figus 2 and 3 give
more detaed schematic views of an individua fiterig module and the control
module. Photogrphs 1 and 2 show different views of the sampler on the laboratory
bench includig front, back and two sides of one fiter module. The front view shows
a close ba valve behid the inet. The back view is that of the vacuum and fiter
holder port. One side view shows th bal valve and its motor (in orage) and the
other shows the washdown unt. Photograph 3 shows the control module with its
housing, flow meters, pums, ai mafolds and microprocssor.
The sapler is compose of two ma pieces, the control module and the set
of individua fiter modules, in our case five. The control module is packaged into a
cylidrca AI housing (8" diameter and 24" high) and contas the control PC board,
a TateTale computer, thee 24v DC ai pumps, two maolds and two mas flow
meters. Power can be reived frm either a batry pack or an AC power plug. The
computer recives and stores data from a set of meteorological instrents and frm
the ai pumps and mas flow meters. Whe we used three tys of meteorological
sensors, more can be eaily added. Redundancy is pursely buit into the control
module in term of thee pumps and two flow meters. The pumps pul ai in tadem
though a single fiter module. Each pump puls at about 4-5 lpm for a tota fiterig
ra of 12-15 lpm. If one pump fai, then we sti have the use of two pumps. Whe
pumps with higher flow caacities could be added, they would consum more power.
The raonale behid using 12 lpm is explaied in a later section. The ai flow through
each fiter is measurd by two mas flow meters which are connected in series. There
was no faiur in either the pumps or the flow meters durg the four month of
12
Photograph 3. Close-up of control module with its outside casing removed. Total height
is i 4" and diameter is 8". From bottom up one can see TattleTale 8 Processor, three air
pumps with their hoses, two flow meters (the second is behid the one in view), air
manfold and electrical connectors for meteorological sensors, power and the five filter
modules.
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of a Filter Module
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testing at Bermuda and in three month of testing on the buoy. The origial pumps
and flow meters were never replaced durig the durion of the tower and buoy tests.
fig. 1. There was a buid up brush caron in the motor area indicatig that motors
should be replaced at least once a year. Brushless motors would eliat the
problem.
The five individua fiter modules are connected to the pumps through a
maold (Figue 1). Wle we opted for five fiter modules, more can be added by
increasing the number of ports on the pump mafold in the control module. One
control module can servce from 1 to 20 fiter modules. Hence, the tie-series
capabilties of ths sampler can be increaed easily and not too expensively.
Eah fiter module consists of a motoried bal valve, an aerosol fiter unt, a
vacuum port and a PC board with a loc microcontroller (Figue 2). It also contas
a "washdown" unit which consists of a water pump, a water bottle and two spray
nozzles (figu 4). A 2 liter watr botte and a water pump are positioned on one side
of the bal valve. The two spray nozzles, buit into the face of the inet, diect pumpe
pulses of water onto the fac of the bal valve. Given that some fiter modules might
sit for weeks or month prior to openig, we wanted to have a meas of washig
down the fac of the bal valves with clean water prior to its openig for samlig.
Ths might reduce contaaton due to the buidup of parcles on the face of the bal
valve. It is diffcult to quatitavely assess how well the washdown process works
under field conditions. Hence, we don't know if ths feae is realy necessa.
The bal valve is a key component of the fiter module as it protects the fiter
from contanaton before and afr the ai fiterig step. We opted for a high quaty
bal valve beus of its ruggedess, reliabilty and polypropylene marial. As shown
in figu 3, the fiter module was designed around the bal valve and fiter holder.
Ths meat machig a fac platinet to fit the front of the bal valve and a sleeve to
fit the back of the bal valve. The fiter holder screws into ths sleeve. These two
par were constrcted frm Lexan, leaing to an al plastic ai flow pat for the
aerosols.
For the ai fiterig process, we adopted a plumbing system whereby the
pumps are connecte to al five fiter modules without intervenig valves (Figues 1
and 3). Ony when a bal valve opens in one of the fiter modules does the collecon
of aerosols begi for that parcular module. The bal valves se so well that no ai is
puled though the other four closed fiter modules. In practice, the computer opens
the bal valve of module #1 and pumping and fiterig commnces. Afr a
predetermned period of tie, the pumping stops and bal valve #1 closes. Th
sequence of steps is then continued for fiter modules #2 through #5. (If al the baI
valves are closed, then pumping would pull a vacuum on al five fiter modules.) With
ths argement of plumbing and controllg, complicated valvig is not needed on
the pump maold to sequentialy diect the flow of ai through each of the five fiter
17
1) 2 I rectangular plastic bottle for water
2) Water pump
3) Feed tube for water to pump
4) Outlet tube for water from pump,
Connects to spray nozzles.
8
ii
,
Figure 4. Schematic and Main Components of Wash Down Unit
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modules. As mentioned above, ths ty of ai hadlig system meas that more fiter
modules can be added without additional pumps or valves. Al that is needed is a
manfold with more port and a modification of the softare progr.
The fiter holders themselves are commercialy avaiable from Poretics Corp.
(47 mm polypropylene aerosol holder, # 91275). They come with a narow (118" id)
nozzle at the back. To reduce the ai flow frction, we opened up the whole back side
of the holder by cuttg out the nozzle and its support plate. In ths way, ai has a
strght flow path through the 47 ro fiter (4 ro ri and 39 ro diameter for the
actual fiterig area). Another usfu design feate is that the Poretic holders screw
into the back of the bal valve. Ths is accomplished by mahig a plastic sleeve that
screws onto the back of the bal valve (figue 2). Ths design feate enables fiter
holders to be loaded into th~ fiter modules without touchig the fiters themslves.
Filters ca be preloaded in the fiter holders in the laboraory leadg to in
hadlg in the field. Dug the Bermuda test, replacing al the fiters requied
openig the plates coverig the vacuum ports (Photogrph 2), and unscrewing the
five us fiter holders and replacing them with new pre-loaded ones and replacing the
plats. Ths was a 15 miute job.
Inet design is a major factor in the performance of aerosol samplers. Given
that our sapler wi be us under low and high wind spes and on a rockig and
rollg platform there is probably no "right" inet design. We have opted for a simle
fueVtube design (figus 2 and 3 and photogrph 2). We have kept the diamter
(38 mm1.5") of the aiow pat unform from the inet though the fiter. We have
also kept the distace from the inet to the fiter as short as possible (4"). To
accommodat a more complica ty of inet, we have designed the sampler so th
could be done relatvely eaily. One could also add an impactor stage to remove
larger parcles before they reh the fiter. Whe we have deployed the sampler with
the inets into the wind, the fiter modules wi also operate facing upward. Hence,
the option exits to collect aerosols from fiter modules facing in dierent diections,
if comparsons of th type are needed.
The PC boards in eah of the fiter modules reive commds frm the
computer in the control module to open and close the bal valve and to commence a
washdown of the bal valve face. Havig a PC board with a microcontroller in each
fiter module meas that only one four-wie electrcal connector for power and
communcatons is needed per fiter module.
In sum, the design results in a faily sma package for mountig on a land
tower or a buoy. We have stressed simlicity and flexibilty in the hardware and
softar. Eah fiter module weighs about 30 lb. as does the control module. For
each fiter module, there is only one electrcal and one vacuum connector to the
control module. Likewise, each meteorological sensor is connected to the control
module by one electrcal connector. The system incorporates the pumps and two
19
flow meters as backups, and the fiter unts can be changed qulckly and cleay.
Being of modular design, more fiter modules can be added without adding a new
control module. Likewise, inets of dierent designs could be buit and added to the
face plate. The siz and weight of the fiter modules could be reduced signcatly
(i.e., by 25%) by a combination of (1) using plastic housings or housings with ther
AI wals, (2) using one housing to hold two fiter unts and (3) eliatg the
washdown unt. Latly, the ai fiterig rate of the system could be signcatly
increased if more powerf pumps were substituted. Ths last change would be most
usefu on towers where AC power is avaiable. The choice of flow rate is dependent
on the power avaiable, samlig durtion per sample and the number of samles
requied for each tie-series meurements.
b. Meteorologica Sensors and Data Tranmision
A R. M. Young Wind Monitor (Model 05103) was used to measur wind speed
and dition. Ths unt uses a propeller that measures 0.27 meters of wid per
revolution via a rotor magnet and coil that is coupled with electronics (Model 05603)
to produce an analog voltage proportional to wind spe. The vane of the wid
monitor is coupled to a potentiometer that measures the diection relatve to the front
of the buoy. Since the vane on th buoy mostly keeps the buoy into the wind, the
wind dicton is a reord of the short term dition relatve to the buoy. The analog
voltae of spe and dicton is used by the controller to control the saplig logic.
A R. M. Young Precipitation Sensor (Model 050202) was used to measure the
amount of raal over varous periods. The sensor is a self-siphonig gauge that
meaurs miters of ra. Afr rehig a tota of 50 mieters, the unt siphons
back to a zero mietr output for a repeat of the operation. The output of the
sensor is an analog voltae proportonal to mieters of ra. Ths is recorded by
the controller as par of the supporting information.
A WHOI buit ra detector was fabricated using par of a design from Tom
Snowdon (Mam University) who provided a staess stel grd and plate. These
were assembled on a black delr box that also housed the electronics. The
electronics ar basd on a fluid level detector chip (LM1830 /National
Semiconductor) tht supplies an ac voltae to the grd and detects a change in the
leakage impece. The ac voltae is used to prevent electrolytc corrosion. The
unt requis 18 - 30 vdc supply voltae and outputs a 5 vdc logic that is high when
water is on the grd. The units used by the University of Miam have an internal
heater so that watr can be evaporated as soon as possible afer the ra has stopped.
For use on a buoy, a heater is not feaible beuse of the power requiments. The
unt used took about 1 hour to recover afer water was splashed on the grd. Th
was tested severa ties durng the buoy deployment offshore of WHO!. Considerig
the norm sample ties of perhaps 2 days, the one hour recovery tie sems
reaonable for buoy use. Mechacal drwings of the grd plates and mountig box
and a schematc of the circuit can be found in the Appendi.
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On the buoy a wiless r.f. modem operatig at 900 megahert was used to
communcat from neay buidigs. Thé unts used were from Wirless Scientic
Co. The model CK485A W unt was used on the buoy and was in an al weather
housing and communcate with the controller in RS485. The unt was powered with
12 vdc supplied by batteries in the buoy well. The model CK2~2 unt was used in the
buidigs and was in a stadard electronics package and communcat with the PC
computer in RS232. The unt was powered with a120 vac adapter. A yag antenna
was used on the CK232 unt in the buildig for bettr reception.
c. Miizing Containation for Trace Constituents of Aerosols
Collectig cleay for trce metas and/or trace organc compounds must be a
key consideraon in the design of any aerosol sampler. The sampler was designed to
collect cleay for trce levels of major (seasalt) and mior (trce metas such as Fe)
inorganc elements. The internal components of our sapler - those pars exposed to
the ai - are constrcted out of plastics in order to mi contaaton for trace
meta. The inet, insertd into the front of housing with Ti bolts, is made of Lexan
(polycaronate). The bal and inide of bal valve is ma of polypropylene. The
sleeve joing the fiter holder to the bal valve is Lexan and the Poretics fiter holder
itslf is polypropylene. It may be impossible to select constrction marial that is
clea for both inorganc elements and trce levels of organc compounds. The ai
pat could be constrcted out of meta (e.g. AI, Ti) if orgac chemists determed
that al tys of plastics were unsuitale for their saples. The external housings of
the fiter modules ar constrcted from alumum which was then anodizd and
coated with a meta-fr pait. Here agai, housings could be constrcted out of
strong plastics. In sum, the fiterig unts could be constrcted from meta
and/or plascs to sasfy the saplig crteria of inorganc and organc chemists.
d. Rate of Air Filtenng and Sample Size
The WHOI intrent is designed to be a low volume ai samler. We aied
and achieved a flow rate of 10-17 lpm (14-24 m3/day). Ths rate can be eaily
obtaed and mataed by using a varety of fiter tys and thee sma 24 VD
pumps. As shown in tne tale 1, the flow rate of our sapler is about 100 ties
slower than tht employed by tyical high-volume aerosol saplers. Our fiterig
ara is abut 35 tis smaer than tht of Hi-VoL samplers.
Table 1: Flow Rate Comparion
Hi Volume Sampler: 1.41 m3/mi. and 415 cm2 fiter area
(18 x 23 cm fiter diensions; tota fiter is 20 x 25 cm))
WHOI Low Volume: 0.015 m3/mi. (22 m3/day; 15lpm) and 12 cm2 fiter
area (diameter of fitering area is 39 mm; tota diamter is 47 mm)
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For buoy deployment, one must balance power avaiable from batteries, the
power consumption of the ai pumps, the number of tie-series samples required and
the volume of fitered ai reuied for eah sample. Our system is designed so the
investigator can change these key pareters. Our long-term objective is to produce
a 10-20 place tie-series sampler that can operate for 2-4 month and collect at leat
50 J.g of dust per sample. We are aig for a sampler where a single fiter that ca
collect contiuously for a few hours or integrte over may tens of days or collect
aerosols for any tie fre in between. Agai flexibilty is the theme.
The rate of fiterig (12-15 lpm) for our prototye was chosen in order to
collect about 50 J.g of dust from open ocean sites over a period of a few hours to a
few weeks. Fift J.g of dust would provide suffcient matrial for inorganc analysis
by modem analytca methods. The anua mean concentrtion of dust at Bermuda is
1 J.g1m3, with the yealy rage of 0.01 to 10 J.g1m3 (Aroto et al., 1992). The lower
valve refers to the witer period whie the high value refers to sumrte pulses of
dust from Afrca. To collect 50 J.g of dust over th 100 fold rage of concentration,
5 to 500 m3 of ai would nee to be fitered. At a flow rate of 15 lpm (22 m3/day),
th volume trlates into a collecon tie ragig from 6 hour to 23 days. "Dusty"
conditions wil only requi a few hour of fitering to reach the 50 J.g leveL.
e. Filter Typ and Flow Rates
A laboratory-basd experint was cared out to compar the flow rate of ai
though dierent tys of fiters. We used 47 mm diamter fiters mounted in a
Pore ties Ine. fiter holder and one 24 VD pump. The fiter holder and pump are
identica to those employed in the control module. The marial of the fiters raged
from paper (W #41 - #541), borosilcat glass, quarz, Teflon to
polyvylidene fluoride (Durpore by Mipore). The nomial pore sizs raged from
0.45 J.m to 25 J.In
The results are presented in tale 2. The most promient and unexpeted
observaton is that the flow rates didn't substatiy var with the typ of fiter. The
only fiter that showed a substatial decrease was the 0.22 J.m Durpore fiter (4.8 vs.
6lpm for al the others). Surrisingly, even the 0.45 J.m Durpore fiter had a rate of
abut 5.6lpm; Whatan #41, for comparson, had a value of 6lpm.
What #41 fiters are used in the AEROC project as they combine good
flow rates and acceptale blan for meta analysis by INAA (Instrnta Neutron
Activaton Analysis; Aroto et al., 1992). Our results show that the buoy-deployed
pumps are capable of collectig aerosols using fiters which have both a signcatly
smaler pore size and lower blan for trce metas (Durapore vs. Wh #41).
Collectig smaer parcles on cleaner fiter material wi be a great advantage to
many studies where buoy-mounted aerosol samplers are used.
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Flow Rates of Different Types of Filters
I
Filter Number ¡Filter Type Retention (~ urn)
I
o I No filter
0.5 No filter (2)
1 Whatman #41
!Whatman #41 (2)
2 I Whatman #50
3 IWhatan #52
4 IWhatan #5
5 Whatman #50
6 Whatan #51
7 ¡Whatman EPM 2000 :8 I Pallflex I
9 15 urn Durapore I
9.5 5 urn Durapore (2)
10 i.45 urn Durapore
10.5 ¡.45 urn Durapore (2)
11 ¡.22 urn Durapore
11.5 i.22 urn Durapore (2)
12 ¡Teflon
13 I Whatman QM-A (2)
14 ¡Gelman (2)
!
ii
I Description
I
01
O!
20istandard
20 I standard
2.7!lowash
71
251
81ashles
25i
0.3lpure Borosilicate glass
10lquart
51
51
OA5i
0,45i
0.22:
0.221
10 I hydrophobic
10 ¡pure Si02 quart
I
I Flow Rate
I lpmI 6
5.9
5.94
5.81
5
5.83
5.96
5.78
6
5.88
5.97
5.9
5.79
5.72
5.57
4.94
4.71
5.76
5.8
5.84
Flow Rate
LPM
6 -
4 l
!
2 +
0 0 io N CO oq io co " co 0) io 0 It ~ ~ N0 ai 0 ~ ~ ..FILTER NUMER ~ ~
Retention (~ urn)
25..
20 +
i
15 .l
10 li
5 I
o T 0 io N CO oq io co " co 0) io 0 io ~ ~ N0) 0 ~ .. ..0 ~
FILTER NUMBER
Table 2
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The laboraory tests didn't tae into consideraon that the buoy-deployed
filters could be clogged by the buid up of ambient parcles. Cloggig could
signcatly reduce flow rates and add a burden to the pumps' motors. However, as
wi be reported in a later section, sea tests were cared out on a buoy. These rus
employed 0.45 J.m Durpore fiters and showed that the flow rate though one fiter
decred from 15 to 10 lpm over the course of 5 days. Th decrease of 30% is
attbuted to cloggig by seaalt and soot paricles, the two domiant form of
aerosols at our site. In spite of ths reuction, we consider a flow rate of 10 lpm
though 0.45 J.m Durpore fiters to be more than satsfactory for providig a good
aerosol sample. Th five day test, comig afer 4 month of samplig from the
Bermuda tower and 3 month of salig from the buoy, didn't appear to be
detrnta to the pumps. The same three pumps were used, without any
modications, for 7 month of testig. They kept rug and rug and rug.
Vl. Tower Test on Bermuda
a. Physica Set-Up and Sampling Protocol
The aerosol saler was given its fit field test on the AEOCE
(Atmsphere/Ocean Chemistr Exeriment) tower in Bermuda The sapler was
mounted on top of ths 22 m tower (abut 40 m abve sea level) at the end of July
1996 and removed in ealy Decmber 1996. Durg ths four month period, the
saler ra perfectly in that there were no mehanca or electrcal faiurs. The
external white pait fih of the fiter modules showed no wear and tear. There was
no viible sign of parcle buidup around the inets. We did discovere one
progrg error (easily corrected) in the operaing softare.
Photogrph 4 shows the five fiters modules perched on the right wing of the
AEROCE tower. The thee AEROC Hi-Vol aerosol samplers can seen in the
middle of the tower (to the left of our sapler). Both tys of saplers fac out to
sea. Photogrph 5 conta four closer views of the sapler mounted on the tower.
We fabricated our own AI brackets which hold the five fiter modules to the AI tower
ra. We also athed white plastic sunshields abve the fiter modules help cool
them in the summer's heat. Once hauled to the top, it took two people four hour to
mount the whole system in plac. Ony two hour was requied to dismatle and
lower al the components to the ground.
AC Power from the AEROCE tower was supplied to a junction box.
Components and a diag of the junction box be found in the Appendi. The
junction box provides 24 vdc ma power, 24 vdc backup power and a sector switch
contact closur for in-sector saplig control. The ma 24 vdc is converted from
the tower's 120 vac using a fied voltage power supply. The back-up 24 vdc is
provided from two sets of two 12 vdc batteries in series. The 120 vac supply, used
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Filer Modules being mounted
on tower
Front view of the five Filter
Modules.lnlets face toward
ocean
Back view of five filter modules. Note
electrical wires and vacuum tubes
leading to the Control Module on the
deck (behind D. Hosom's arm)
Filer Module plus precipitation gauge
(black rimmed cylinder), rain sensor
(on rail over gray box), and AEROCE
bucket rain collector. Wind speed
direction instrument out of view
W.H.O.l. Buoy Aerosol Instrument
Bermuda Tower
Photograph 5. A collage with four views of the WHOI aerosol sampler mounted on the
Bermuda tower in August 1996.
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to the power the AEROCE tower, is only on when the wind is in-sector and :: 1
m1sec and when it is not rag. Durg saplig conditions, the 120 vac causes an
ac relay to close. The backup battery power in the JB keeps the computer in a
stadby mode when the tower's AC power is off. On a buoy batteries would be used
to power al aspects of the sampler.
Both the WHOI and AEROCE samplers were connected to the tower's in-
sector switch. In-sector refers to a condition when the winds are blowig from the
ocean to the tower at speds greater than 1 m1se. In-sector is set to 180-330
degrees at the Bermuda tower. Out-oJ-sector refers to ties when the wids are
blowig over the island to the tower. Filterig also shuts down when its ras and
when the wind sped, from any diction, is below 1 m1sec. Hence, aerosols were
only collected under periods of in-sector conditions and no ra. Thoughout the four
month test, the WHOI sampler responded as designed to chagig meteorological
conditions. That is, ai fiterig stopped durng periods of ra and out-or-sector wid
conditions.
A communcaons cale connected the control module on the tower to a
computer in the van at the base of the tower. By cag up a progr the site
operator at the tower could determe the progress of the tie-series saplig and
could modfy some of the saplig protocols. For example, durg the Bermuda
deployment the site operaor reduced the sampling time from 100 hr. per sample to 50
hr. per saple.
Over the four month deployment on the Bermuda tower, the five-plac
sapler was chaged twice for a tota of ten fiters. For the fit saplig period
(fiters #1-5) each sample was set to collect for 100 hr. (4.2 days) of in-sector ti;
ths was reduced to 50 hr. (2.1 days) for the second saplig period (samples #6-10).
The fit and second salig periods were, on average, in-sector only 33% and 26%
of the ti. Th me that the sapler was fiterig only 1/3 to 1/4 of the ti.
The rage of % in-sector tie for the ten samples was large, 12 to 79%.
b. Comparon of WHOI and AEROCE Aerosol Samplers
One objective in deployig the sampler on the Bermuda tower was to car
out a side-by-side comparon with more trtional Hi-Volume aerosol samplers use
by atospheric scientists. Both samplers were located about 2 meters from each
other aid used the sa tye of fiters (Wat #41). Importtly, both saplers
were connected to the tower's in-sector switch so they collected aerosol over the
same periods of ti.
The tota iron (Fe) concentrion was chosen for comparve puroses. It is
importt to note that the two tys of collectors operate at dierent tie and
volume scales. The fitrtion rate of the AEOCE sapler is approxitely 100
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ties that of the WHOI sampler. Moreover, the AEROCE fiter (20 x 25 cm) is
much larger than the 47 ro diameter fiter used in the WHOI sampler. In pratice, a
single AEOCE Hi-VoL. fiter represents about 6-12 hr. of rapid fiterig whie a
single WHOI Low-VoL. fiter was in place for 4 to 17 days. To car out a vald
comparson, al the AEROCE samples, correspondig to one speifc WHOI sample,
were analyze and the volum averaged Fe concentrtions calculated. In practice, 3-
5 AEOC fiters were used for each WHOI fiter. Sma piecs of AEROCE and
WHOI fiters were cut, weighed, digested in strong acid (mitu of HF, HCl and
HN03) at room temperate for 2 days and analyze for disolved Fe by the ferrzie
colorietrc method. With respect to a single AEROCE sample, the sma analyze
piec represents only 1/80 of the tota fiter area With respect to the 47 ro WHOI
fiters, abut 1/8 of tota area was analyzed for Fe.
The ten WHOI samples, coverig the four month tie-series, show that the
tota Fe concen~tion rages from 0.02 to 0.62 J.g Felm3 (figue 5). Ths 30-fold
rage between August and November agees well with published data from AEOCE
Bermuda samples of previous yea (Aroto et al., 1992). Both the WHOI and
AEROCE salers picked up the large pulse of parculate Fe in eary October; th
aerosol's reddish brown color indicats an Afca origi. The low Fe levels in the
lat October and November samples reflect the sta of winter ti levels.
The results of a diec comparson between thee WHOI fiters and the
corresponding AEROCE saples are sumed in figu 5. The Fe concentrions
span a 15-fold rage from 0.04 to 0.6 J.g Felm3. The Fe concentrtions compare
reaonably well that is 10-15 % around the average Fe concentrtions of the WHOI
and AEROCE saples. Ths agment is more remarkable when considerig that
the comparson is between a single WHOI fiter from a low-volume long-term sampler
and a composite of 3-5AEROC fiters from a hi-volume short-term sampler.
In sumar, the excellent mechancaeleccal performance of the samler
and the good agrment between the WHOI and AEOC tota Fe concentrions
demonstrted that the WHOI autonomous aerosol sampler was operaonaly sound
and ready for testig on a buoy.
VIII. Sea Tests on a Buoy
a. Overvew
The aerosol sapler was mounted 3 meter abve sea level on a 3-m diameter
discus buoy and interfaced with a ra detector, a ra gauge, an anemometer and a
r.f. modem (Photograph 6). Power was supplied by ten battery packs, each of which
contaed 70 ale D-cells. The buoy was moored in Vineyard Sound (off Woods
Hole, MA) on 19 May 1997 and retreved on 22 August 1997. The buoy was towed
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Photogrph 6
A colle wi four views of th WHOI aerosol saler mounted on a 3 m dius buoy
in Vineyad Soun in th smr of 1997. Top left - front view showig five fier
modul mounted acss th tower at a heigt of 3 m abve the oce Top righ - side
viw showi fir modul, anmoiæter, ra gae (ta whie cylder) and ra
deteor (in gry bucket). Al shown ar the mom (on pees abve van) and th
vane to kee th buoy fac into th wid. Bottom left - back/side view showig
vacuum lies and eleca cale conng five fir modules and meteorologica
sensors an modem
On th dek of buoy in th top left fie is a fir optis pCOi sensr sysem develope
iD th laraory of Davi R Wal at Tufs Universit th sensor is submerged abut 1
m below th oc surac.
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to position and retued to Woods Hole by a sma vesseL. The buoy was moored in
15 feet of water about 500 m offshore and with lie-of-sight of the Institution's
Clark Laboratory. We used the top floor of the Clark Laboratory to set up the other
ha of the r .f. modem system. In that configuon we were able to communcate
with the buoy instrent and maita a visual sureilance.
Whe the buoy test took place in relatively ca coasta waters, we did
encounter a few days of strong wid speds (10-17 m1s), moderate waves (2-4 feet)
and heavy rastorm. As discusse in a later section, a large coasta storm
overted the buoy on 21 August, four days before its rescheduled retreval.
The modem alowed us to downoad data from the three meteorological
instrments and to set cert saplig parameters. With respect to the latter, we
could set the duron of tie over which the five fiter modules collected aerosols
and set the wid spe rage for salig. The ra detector could also be activated
or deactivated. With the addition of a compass (not used on ths test), one could set
the wind diection rage over which aerosol samplig occured.
A suite of salig protocols was cared out durg the 3 month of sea
testing. Al the mehancal electrca and computer control systems worked
flawlessly. Speficay, the five fiter modules seuentialy cycled through pre-set
periods of ti with salig hated durg ra events and under different wid
spe sectorig. Filters with pore sizes ragig from 25 to 0.45 iim worked well with
the latr causing a reduction of ai flow from 15 to 10 lpm -see section VI-e. High
humidity and seaalt didn't afect the ra detector nor did seaalt aerosol clog the
fiters. The aerosols collected between May and August 1997 were predomiantly
combustion products as deduced from their gry color, low content of iron and
seaalt catons and anons, and SOJCl ratios much higher than local seawater. The
domiance of combustion products is consistent with may haz sumer days. The
sapler was progred to fiter durg the loc Forth of July fieworks diplay
from a neary barge; a large plug of dak gry aerosols indicated that ths event was
captured.
b. Meteorologica Data and Their Interface to the Aerosol Sampler
Th section provides thee examples of the meteorological data retreved
from the buoy via the modem and shows how these data were used to control the
fiterig protocol of the aerosol sampler. As discusse in the previous section, one
unque featue of the buoy-mounted system is its abilty to sense meteorological
conditions and use ths inormon to tu the aerosol samlig on and off. Aerosol
samlig imedatly shuts down when the ra detector senses ra drops and
commences when the ra drops evaporate from the sensor. With respect to wid
speed, samplig can be progred via the modem to occur over a. pre-set rage of
wind speeds (e.g., 5-20 m1s). Ths is referred to as wind sectoring. In the sea tests,
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the 180 degree dirctional value of the anemometer was set to lie up with the wid
vane on the back of the buoy. Hence, a wid direction of 180 degree refers to wid
blowig toward the front of the buoy where inets of the aerosol sampler are situated
(Photograph 6).
Figu 6 (fie r4s3g1b) shows tie-series of data for wind speed, wid
diection, ra detector sign and pump curent. The ra detector signal of 4,
indicats that there was no ra over ths nie hour record. The wind sector was set
at 3 to 6 mls (6.6 to 13.2 mph). The upper panel shows that the wind sped slowly
cycled in and out of sector. For example, the winds are less than 3 mls in the 60-62
hr. period and greater th 6 mls in the 63.5-64.3 hr. period. Durg these two
periods of out-of-sector conditions, the pump curent drops to zero indicating that the
aerosol sapler shut down. Periods of in-sector wids coincide with a pump curent
of 500 as ai fiterig procs. Wind direction data wi be discusse later in th
section.
Figu 7 (fie r4s1g1b) is a tie-series in which there are ra events and wid
in and out of sector (set for 3-6 mls). The combinaton of ra and wid conditions
lead to the aerosol sapler being mostly off durg ths 50 hr. period. In the 0-25 hr.
period there was no ran but the winds were mostly out of sector; short periods of in-
sector conditions and ai fiterig occured between 8-15 hour. Next consider the
period from 37 to 48 hr. when no salig occured. In the fit ha of ths tie
slot, the winds were out of sector (6- 10 mls) and it was rag (signal = 0). From 42
to 48 hour, the wids were in-sector but the ra detector indicat that it was
rag.
Figue 8 (fie r6s2g1) is a 73 hr. tie-series record which includes data for the
ra gauge and the two flow meters. As the wid sector was set to 0-10 mis, the
winds were never out-of-sector. There was a big ra event at about the 32.5 hour
mark as sensed by the detector and gauge. Over the next 2.5 hr. about 8 mi of ra
fell. Aerosol salig, as indicat by the pump curent and flow meters, stopped
between hour 32.5 and 51. The ra gauge data indicats a slow and sma
accumulaton of ra over that period of tie. Aerosol samplig at a flow rate of 14-
16 lpm commnce at hour 51 and ended at hour 69.5, with only one 2 hr. ra
interrption.
Th last example brigs up a key point about interpretig the ra detector
and gauge dat. Whe the ra detector is very sensitive to the sta of a ra event, it
does not record when the ra stops. Experients on the buoy have shown tht it
taes about 1 to 1.3 hr. for ra water to evaporate frm the ra detector. Hence,
there is at least a 1 hr. hiats between the end of a ra event and the sta of aerosol
samplig. Neither sea spray nor high (:; 90% for may days at a tie) humdity
trgger the ra detector. We have no data on the effect of fog. The ra gauge is
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Figure 6. Example of Data from Buoy-Mounted Aerosol Sampler during Sea Test
of the summer of 1997. Time-series includes data for wind speed, wind
direction, rain detector, and pump current. Time in hours and wind
speed sector set to 3-6 mls. For rain detector signal, 4= no rain
and 0 = rain. File number is r4s3g1b.
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Figure 7. Example of Data from Buoy-Mounted Aerosol Sampler during Sea Test of the summer of 1997.
Time-series includes data for wind speed, wind direction, rain detector, pump current and airfow through
the two mass flow meters. Time in hours and airfow in liters per minute. Winds sector set to ;:10mls. For
rain detector signal, 4= no rain and 0 = rain. File number is r6s2gL.
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Figure 8. Example of Data from Buoy-Mounted Aerosol Sampler during Sea Test
of the sumer of 1997. Time-series includes data for wind speed, wind
direction, rain detector, and pump current. Time in hours and wind
speed sector set to 3-6 mls. For rain detector signal, 4= no rain and
o = rain. File number is r4s1g1b.
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excellent at recording medum to large rai events. But sin ra events (.c 1 mm
over a few hour) are hard to decipher from the background signal of the sensor (i.e.,
rollig of the water in the gauge as the buoy moves).
As quatied in figu 9 (fie r4s3g1), at wind speds less than 1 mls the
diection of the buoy vares greatly over periods of a few miutes. It appears that the
buoy goes into a radom wal under low wid speeds. There is less, but st
substatial, varation in wid diection at wid speds less than 2 and 3 mls. Above 3
mis, the vane does a good job of diectg buoy into the prevaig wind. It must be
appreciat that the diection and incliaton is always chagig as a buoy is moved
around by wids, waves and curents. A large vane may reduce the varaton under
low wids speds. In sum, keeping the diection to 180 plus or mius 20
degrees under mid to strong wid speds is an importt acomplihment. Th
me that aerosols, on average, reach the inets of the sampler before they pass over
the buoy. Ths helps reduce contaation. As note in an ealier section, choosing
the best constrction marials is the best meas of Ining contaaton.
c. Five Day Filtration of Aerosols with the Buoy-Mounted Sampler
The maority of tests on the buoy-mounte samler were of short durtion,
tyicay fiterig though anyone fiter for 24 hr. or less. One longer saplig
experient (referrd to as ru 11) was caed out with the objective of collectig a
weighable amount of saple so that the aerosol concentration could be quatified. A
second objecve was to determe if the ai fiterig rate vared over ti, a point
aly dicusse in secton VI-e.
Seven 0.45 i.m Mipore Durpore-ty fiters were pre-weighed in the
laboraory on a five place (to 0.0001 g) balance; these ar caled tare weights. Two
fiters remaed in the labratory and served as lab controls. The other five fiters
were loaded into the five fiter modules on the buoy. The intention was to pump ai
through fiters modules #1-3 for five days but not to fiter ai at al through fiter
modules #4 and #5. Hence, fiters # 4 and #5 served as buoy controls. The la and
buoy controls alow one to determe if the tae weights var over tie. Ideay, the
tae weights should rema constat. The five days refers to the durtion of active
fitron and therefore does not include periods of ti when ra shut down the
sapler.
Ths experient proceeded smoothy unti a large coasta storm on 21 August
1997 flppe the buoy over into a tuulent ocean. Th event wi be discussed at the
end of ths report. The buoy flpped durg the middle of the five day samlig with
fiter #3. Whe fiter #1 ha ben removed from the sampler prior to the storm, fiters
#2-5 remaed in the sampler afer the buoy was flpped and pounded in the sur for
about 12 hr. The fiters were removed on 22 August and retued to the laboratory
for drg and weighig.
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Figure 9. Example of Data from Buoy-Mounted Aerosol Sampler during Sea
Test of the summer of 1997. Plot of wind speed vs. wind direction.
File number is r4s3g1.
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The results of the five-day fiterig experient are presented in tale 3. Both
the lab and buoy controls showed only a sma amount of weight change in the tae
values. The two buoy controls increas by 0.00007 and 0.00012 g. The labratory
controls increas even less (0.00001 - 0.0005 g). Fùters #1 and #2 accumulated
2.38 and 1.32 mg of gray colored marial. Ths trslats into 33 and 18 /lg of
aerosol per m3 of ai. Such values are reaonable for ai over coasta waters.
The ra ea element (R) concentrtions of one sample were measured in
order to assess the feaibilty of determg the trce element composition of buoy-
collected aerosols. Fùter 11-2 was cut in quarers and one section was leached in 1
ml of 4M HN03 for 1 day at room temperatue. Blan Milipore Durore fiters
were treate in the sam maner. The acid leach solutions were then 0.45 /lm fitered
to remove parcles and diuted to 4 ml with Mi-Q watr. These solutions (now in
1M HN03) were then aspir diectly into a Finga Element ICP-MS (maetic
sector Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spetrometer). The RE concentratons of
the solutions were then determed using appropriate stadads. The RE
concentrtions of the aerosol #11-2 were blan corrcted. The grvimetrcaly-
determed weight of the aerosol on the 1/4 section of fiter #11-2 was 0.00356 g.
The results of the RE analysis are summarze on figure 10. The RE
concentrons in ppm (/lg REg aerosol) rage from 2.8 (Ce) to 0.008 (Lu). The
RE concentrons of the aerosol were then normal to the RE concentrons
of shale which is a proxy for the upper crust. As shown in figu 10, the REshale
rao systematicaly decres by a factor 3 from the lightest (La) to the heaviest (Lu)
RE. If the aerosols were composed of dust from weathered crusta rock, then one
would expect a flat pattern. The RE patrn of th aerosol clearly indicates a non-
crusta source. The light RE enrched pattern suggests that ths aerosol was
generaed from the combustion of oil products (Olmez et al. 1991).
In sum, five days of fiterig can provide a substatial amount of aerosols
(1.3-2.4 mg) for chemical analyses. The tae weights of 0.45 /lm Durapore fiters
remaied alost constat when deployed on a buoy.
d. Overturnng of the Buoy durg a Storm
On 21 August 1997 a large coasta storm hit Vineyard Sound. Winds up to
55 mph and high sea (6-8 feet) overted the buoy at 7:40 am. The buoy was then
pounded for approxiatly 15 hr. and dragged about 200 m from its origial locaton
with its bottom weight st atched by its cable. The buoy was recovered on 22
August and towed back to Woods Hole. The buoy was due to have ben removed
from its three month test on 26 August.
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Table 3
Au~!Ust 1997 - Buoy Run #11
5 -Dav Filterin2 Test
Aerosol Wei2;ht Collected on 0.45 urn Durapore Filters
Buoy sample Filter Color tare wt. ri:1 avl!. tare# I!ross wt rl!' I!ross avl! net wt. net wt Cone. .
wt. -rl!l rl!! flnl!! I uM ai
#1 dark i:ray 0.1507 0.15314
0.15046 - 0.15244
0.1504 1 0.15279 0.0023 2.38 33.1
#2 med. l!ray 0.14201 0.14329
0.14200 0.14200 0.14334 0.14332 0.00132 1.32 18.3
#3 .. lil!ht l!rav 0.13931 0.13996
0.13936 0.13933 0.13998 0.139978 0.00 0.64 9.0"
i
Buoy controls:
#4 white 0.144 0.14498
0.14492 0.14489 0.14496 0.14497 0.~~7 0.07 1.0
#5 white 0.140 0.14063
O. i 404 0.14050 0.14061 0.14062 O.OOU 0.12 1.7
Lab controls:
#6 I 0.14547 0.14561
I 0.14553 0.14550 i 0.14549 0.14555 0.~~5 0.05 0.69i
I I
I I I
I !
#7 0.14263 i 0.14270i
0.14267 I 0.14265 0.14261 0.14266 0.~~1 0.01 0.14
I
I
i
· based on a fiterinl! rate of 10 Ipm for 5 days or 72 m3 air I
10 Ipm = 14.4 m3/dav
.... sample #3 was beini: collected when buov flDDed I
so fiter represents.: 5 da\" of fiterino I
# duplicate weighing of samples for averages
I 1
I
i
i
I I
I i
I
buoy/runll.x1s i I i
Table 3
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SNR = shale normlized ratio
aerosol
ppm
(ug Ig)
1.53
2.79
0.34
1.19
0.232
0.043
0.204
0.024
0.132
0.023
0.063
0.059
0.008
shale SNR
ppm (xlOO)
41 3.74
83 3.36
10 3.42
38 3.13
7.5 3.09
1.61 2.64
6.35 3.22
1.23 1.96
5.49 2.41
1.34 1.71
3.75 1.69
3.51 1.68
0.61 1.27
Buoy Aerosol Sample 11-2
August 1997 in Vineyard Sound, MA
Leached ~RT w/4 M RH03 for 1 Day
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Figu 10. Ra Earh Element Compoition of WHO I Buoy #11-
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These discus buoys don't have a history of overtrng when moored in the
open ocean where storm produce even rougher seas (Rudnck et al. 1997). But,
these buoys are not designed to be deployed in the sur zone. Being moored close to
shore and in only 15 ft. of water, the August storm actuy put the buoy in the sur
zone. With 6 to 8 feet high sur being ha the water depth, we surse that a large
torque on the short wire flpped the buoy. Wle being pounded by the seas, the buoy
shift back and forth from being upside down and to being sideways. In the upside
down position, the top of the buoy was probably smashed into the sady bottom. The
bent iron fre, which extends above the upper deck of the buoy, attested to the
force of hittng the bottom.
All the meteorological sensors (ra gauge, ra detector and anemometer) and
the modem trsmitter were lost at sea. The good news was that the aerosol samler
- the five fiter modules and the control module - surved. Actaly, the sampler did
more than just surve. The only water that intrded the system was found in a short
porton of the ai sampling lie. The vent to the ai pumps always remaed open, and
no one-way flow valve was employed to block the reverse flow of ai or water up the
vent tube. Hence, seawater entered the vent hose, the thee ai pumps and the two
flow meters. The water didn't penetrte any fuher. Afr being dred, the pumps
worked fie but flow meters needed rebuiding. The control module and the fiter
modules were dr. In fact, the aerosol samples in fiter modules #2-5 were intat and
usle; fiter #1 had ben removed pnor to the storm. The computer contiued to
collec meteorologica data (bgus, of coure) unti we cut the wirs afer towing the
buoy to the dock. The computer data alowed us to pinpoint the tie of the buoy
overt.
In summ, the aerosol sapler was designed to withtad the hah
conditions on a buoy. Wle we plaed for wind, ran, spray and rough seas, we
didn't foresee havig an overtured buoy. Survig the coasta storm drcaly
demonstrted the qualty of engieerig that went in the autonomous buoy-mounted
aerosol sampler.
IX. Future Directions
The next logical step is to mount an engieerig and science test on an open
ocean buoy. The Bermuda Testbed Moorig (Frye et al., 1996; Dickey et al., 1997)
would be an ideal locaton as there is a large and predctale seaonal signal vis-à-vi
the summer transport of dust from Afrca to Bermuda (Aroto et al., 1992; Pro spero
and Ness, 1986; Prospero and Calson, 1972). We could also compare the tempora
varaton of dust at the BTM and on Bermuda. Lastly, the overrdig science ide is
to couple atospheric deposition with upper ocea chemistr and biology. For
example, does the deposition of dust lead to higher concentrions of dissolved Fe
(and other metas) and to increes in phytoplanon production? Hence, our buoy-
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mounted aerosol sampler would nicely complient the in-water samplers/sensors
curently deployed at the Bermuda Testbed Moorig. These include the trace meta
water sapler of E. Boyle, the nitrte analyzer of H. Janasch and optical and
chlorophyll sensors ofT. Dickey (Dickey et al., 1997, in review).
Improvements to the design of our sampler are being discussed. These
include a reduction in the siz and weight of the fiter modules and a new carousel
design for generag a tie-series set of aerosol-embedded fiters frm a single
compact module.
Buoys as reseach/monitorig platorm could go beyond aerosols and include
other aspets of atmospheric chemistr. Havig chemical sensors on buoys would
provide re-ti data on the varilty and composition of aerosols, rawater and
selected trce gases. Rea ti data would provide valuale inormon for the
studies of ocean, atosphere and cli and their complex coupling. It is
tehnologicay feaible to develop and deploy an ary of buoy-mounted salers
and sensors. For example, John Dacey, our WHOI colleae, has a cadge system
which scavenges DMS from ai for later anysis in the laboratory. Modig hi
system for our aerosol saler would yield a DMS ti-series of fitere ai abve
the ocanai boundar. Simy, SOi ca be scavenged from ai. Ozone, a gas of
inns signcace in atospheric chemistr (e.g. precursor to OH, the most
importt oxidat in the atmosphere), ha the potential to be measurd in re-ti
from buoys. The authors are collabratig with B. Heikes (University of Rhode
Island) and T. Rawli (Physica Sciences Inc.) on assessing the feasibilty of
developing a autonomous ozone instrnt. With respect to rawater, it is
tehnologicay feasible to mod existig collectors and design methods to measure
nutrents and Fe concentrons in re tie from a buoy. Ths is a priority tak as the
wet deposition of Fe and other trce elements can exce dr deposition.
The authors have a proposal pendig to design, buid and test sensors which
can meaur the aerosol concentrions of dust and seaalt aerosols from ocean
buoys. OJle sensor system that offers grat promise for the rea-tie and in situ
elementa anysis of aerosols is field portle x-ray fluorescence spetroscopy (XR.
XR is a non-destrctive tehnque which has ben extensively applied to the analyse
of aerosols embedded on fiters (Haupt et al., 1995). Field portble refers to a sma
batry-powered XR unts where raoactive sources provide the excitation x-rays.
(Such systems are sim to the one deployed on the Mars rover for determg the
elementa composition of Maran soil and rocks.) Ths caabilty would alow us to
ditigush between miera dust, seaalt and perhaps NSS by meurg the
concentrtions of Fe, K, Ca, Mg, Ci and S.
In sum, one can envision a remotely controlled field laboraory in which
buoy-mounte sensors alow one to study in re tie the response of upper ocean
biology and chemistr to pulses of dust. Rea-tie data on the Fe concentrtion of
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aerosols and rawater rechig the ocean's surace would alow researchers to
trgger buoy-mounted water sensors and water samplers and sedent traps. These,
in tu, could meaure light scaterig, chlorophyll, nutrents,. dissolved O2 and collect
water and parcles for the measurment of Fe, trace metas, Th-isotopes, orgac
carbon, phytoplanon species, dust, etc. Simary, tie-series ai data on ozone,
DMS and NSS from buoys could be coupled with in-watr meaurements of
phytoplanon production, chlorophyll, turulence and nutrents to more closely study
the biogeochemical cycle of sulfu above and below the oceanatmosphere bounda.
Lastly, the production of seasalt aerosols could be related to wid stress at the sea
surace.
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Appendi
A-I. Control Module and Filter Module
Figus AI, A2 and A3 and tables Al and A2 provide schemac diag of
the control and fiter modules and a pars lists of their components. With respect to
the fiter module, figu A2 describes the ma unt with the inet, bal valve and
vacuum port and figue A3 describes the washdown unt. The pars list in Table A2
covers both figue A2 and A3, th is the whole fiter module.
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A-n. Junction Box on Bermuda Tower
The Junction Box (JB) was mounted on the Bermuda tower an d served as a
junction between the AC power from the tower and the aerosol sampler. The JB
converted the towers AC power to 24 vdc requied by the aerosol sampler. When the
AC power was tued off durg penods of out-of-sector wid conditions or
maintenance, the JB box provided 24 vdc to the sampler. Ths battery power kept the
control module in a stadby condition for periods of miutes to days over the four
month test. The JB was housed in a Rose Co. fiberglass enclosure with a gasket
seaed cover. A wig diag is shown in Figue A4. The box ha five stug
tubes for cable access located in the bottom. The JB provides 24 vdc mai power, 24
vdc backup power, and a sector switch contact closure for in-sector samlig control.
The ma 24 vdc is converted from 120 vac using a fied voltae power supply. The
back-up 24 vdc is derived frm two sets of two 12 vdc batteries in series which
provide a tota of 34 ah (2 x 17 ah) at 24 vdc. The 120 vac, used to power the high
volum aerosol samplers on the AEROCE tower, is on only when the wind is in
sector and it is not rag. Ths 120 vac causes an ac relay to close, providig a
switch closur for WHOI's aerosol sampler to indicate in setor sapling. Hence, the
AEOC and WHOI aerosol samplers were always fiterig ai at the sae ti.
A-m. Ra Detector on Buoy
A WHOI mad ra detector was fabrica using par of a design from Tom
Snowdon at Miam University. A staess stel grd and plat were provided by
Tom. These were assembled on a WHOI buit black delr box that also housed the
electronics. The electronics are basd on a fluid level detector chip (LM1830
/Natonal Semiconductor) that supplies an ac voltae to the grd and detects a change
in the leae impece. The ac voltae is used to prevent electrolytc corrosion.
The unt reuis 18 - 30 vdc supply voltage and outputs a 5 vdc logic that is high
when watr is on the grd. The unts used by the University of Mi have an internal
heater so that water ca be evaporated as soon as possible afer the ra has stopped.
For use on a buoy, a heater is not feaible beause of the power requiements. The
unt used took about 1 hour to recover afr water was splashed on the grd. Ths
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37 Lenz No.5 STP-SS-SAE SAE Port Plug 4
36 BHMC-5M-SAE-SS-1/2 Male Bulkhead Connector 4
35 NO.6 Lock Washer, Stainless Steel 2
34 6-32 x 3/8 Pan Head Screw, Stainless Steel 2
33 200412-5 Left Mounting Bracket, Air Pump 1
32 2004124 Right Mounting Bracket, Air Pump 1
31 200408-3 Pump Exhaust Fittng 1
30 KNF NMP50 Micro Diaphragm Pump 3
29 3/16 Silcone Tubing 6
28 2-136. Buna NO-Ring, 70 Durometer 1
27 200411-2 End Cap, Eleconics Housing 1
26 2-151, Buna NO-Ring. 70 Durometer 1
25 No. 10 Flat Washer, Stainless Steel 18
24 No. 10 Lock Washer, Stainless Steel 18
23 10-32 x 3/4 Pan Head Screw, Stainless Steel 16
22 200413 Hose Adapter Plate 1
21 ASA-568A-908 3-908 Silicone a-Ring. 65-75 Shore A Durometer 1
20 20048-2 Exhaust Port 1
19 200414 Multi Connector Header 1
18 BHMC-5F-SAE-SS-1/2 Female Bulkhead Connector 8
17 2-233, Buna NO-Ring, 70 Durometer 1
16 Võ3100N-0813-2 Retaining Clamp, Stainless Steel 1
15 2-169, Buna NO-Ring, 70 Durometer 1
14 2-167, Buna NO-Ring, 70 Durometer 1
13 200412-2 Chassis Retaining Ring 1
12 10-32 x 1-1/2 Flat Head Scrw, Stainless Steel 5
11 Sierr Instrments Top Trak Senes 820 Flow Meter 2
10 1/2 I.D. x 3/4 O.D. Tygon Tubing 3
9 -"" Nylon Barbed Fittng, 1/2 Tube I.D. x 1/4 NPT Right Angle 45372K123
8 10-32 x 1/2 Flat Head Phillps Screw, Stainless Steel 6
7 200412-3 Chassis Plate 1
6 No. 6 Flat Washer, Stainless Steel 6
5 6-32 x 1/2 Self Tapping Pan Head Philips Screw 4
4 No.4 Flat Washer, Stainless Steel 4
3 4-0 Nyloc Hex Nut, Stainless Steel 4
2 440 Stainless Steel Threaded Rod 2
1 200411 Electronics Housing 1
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40 4-40 x 1-1/2 Pan Hd Philips. Stainless Steel 2
39 KNF NF1.30 Micro Diaphragm Liquid Pump 1
38 --"" 10-32 X 7/8 PAN HD PHILLIPS SCREW. S.S. 3291772A832
37 96K23 11/8 X 37.86 IN. SILICONE O-RING 2
36 I Foam Rubber Pad 1
35 200395-4 I Inlet Support 1
34 11/4 Flat Washer, Stainless Steel 2
33 -.. 11/4-28 Nyloc Hex Nut. Stainless Steel 291832A029
32 -~ I AS568A Dash 902, 90 shore A O-Ring 29752 K112
31 200395- I Water Jet 2
3D 200395-5 Inlet Support Tube, Ball Valve 1
29 gtÃã29 110-32 x 1/2 Flat Hd.Philips, S.S. 6
28 200397 Housing Parttion 1
27 200381 1 PC Card Mounting Bracket ,.' 2
26 91772A827 110-32 x 3/8 Pan Hd.Philips, S.S. 10
25 No. 10 Lock Washer. Stainless Steel 40
24 I 3-905 Buna NO-Ring, 70 Durometer 1
23 WHOIDU03003 I Dust Controller Board 1
22 200394 I Aerosal Housing 1
21 ! Modifed Nylon Card Guide 4
20 -~ I 4-40 x 3/8 Pan Hd.Phi/lps. S.S. 891772A108
19 I NO.4 Lock Washer. Stainless Steel 6
18 I NO.4 Flat Washer. Stainless Steel 10
17 2003818 PC Card Retainer 1
16 BHMC-5M-SAE-SS-1/2 Male Bulkhead Connector 1
15 ;;31 10-32 x 3/4 Flat Hd.Phi/lps. S.S. 6
14 91772A33 10-32 x 1 Pan Hd.Phillips. S.S. 6
13 No. 10 Fiat Washer. Stainless Steel 48
12 200395-1 I Support Tube, Ball Valve 1
11 200395-2 I Filer Cover 1
10 20008-1 1/2 in. Tube Fittng 1
9 ASA-568A-908 I 908 Silicone O-Ring,65-75 Shore A 1
8 200381 Filer Holder 1
7 Filer 1
6 ASA-568A-247 2-247 Silcone O-Ring.65-75 Shore A 3
5 20038 Teflon O-Ring 1
4 200395-3 Filter Holder 1
3 ASA-568A-238 2-238 Silicone O-Ring.65-75 Shore A 2
2 199.190.138 Two Aux. Switches for EA0 DC Actuator 1
1 199.112.237 Geo. Fisher 1-1/2 Ball Valve w/24VDC 1
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48 200399 Cover. AerosaJ Housing 2
47 Velcro Strp 1
46 Water Botte 1
45 200415 Botte Cap Adapter 1
44 Silcone Tubing 3
43
42 9600K23 3/16 Hole x 3/32 Groove, Rubber Grommet 2
41 200382 Pump Mounting Bracket 1
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Figure A-4: Jurction Box Wiring Diagram
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was tested severa ties durng the buoy deployment offshore of WHOI. Considerig
the normal sample ties of perhaps 2 days, the one hour recovery tie sems
reasonable for buoy use. Mechancal drwings of the grd plates and mountig box as
well as a schematic of the circuit are presented in Figues A5-A8.
A-IV. Microprocessor/Controller Hardware
Th section contas detaed technca information on the computig
hardware and softare aspects of the control module and fiter module. Whe the
ma text uses the term "control module", the appendix uses the term "Sample
Controller Unit" or SCU. Simarly, the text refers to the ''filter module". In the
appendi, the term "Dust Sample Unit" or DSU is used. In some sections of the
appendi readers wi be referred to figues and photographs presented in the ma
text.
1. Introduction
The controller hardwar for the DBX is distrbute between a ma Sample
Controller Unit (SCU) and the five Dust Sample Units (DSU) as shown in the block
diagr from the ma text of ths report (figue 1). The individua DSU's
communcat with the SCU via RS-485; a 4 wir cable interconnects the SCU and
each DSU, providig +24V power and RS-485 communcaons. Ths architecture is
an outgrowth of a technque developed under IMT, where each instrent is
individuay addressable. For reliabilty in harh, at-sea conditions, ths system ha
evolved to put each instrent (in ths case, the individua DSU' s) on its own power
and communcatons li; no individua DSU faiure can stop the entie system.
2. Sample Controller Unit (SCU)
The SCU (or control module) is the core of the samlig system. Block and
schemac diagam and photogrphs of the SCU can be found in the man text (figs. 1
and 3 and photogrphs 1 and 3). In the ma housing are a Onset TatteTale Model 8
(TI8) controller with Onset PCMCIA Interface, the thee ai pumps and two flow
meters used in the system. An ai distrbution maold alows up to 5 DSU's to be
connected. An electrcal distrbution block holds connectors for the 5 DSU power
and communcaton cables, ma system power cable, sensor cales for the RM
Young Wind sensor, RM Young Precipitaion sensor, the rai detector, and a
"console" cable for test and deployment use. Th electrcal distrbution is shown in
figue A9 which is a block diagr for the system control unt.
The TI8 controller and PCMCIA board are mounted on one of a pai of 4" x
5" PC boards. The WHOI-designed boards, DUST TT8 Control Board, and 5
Chael RS-485 and AI Expansion Interface, mount at the bottom of the SCU
housing and interconnect to the pumps, flow meters, and miscellaneous connectors
via individual twisted cables with AM MT connectors for easy disconnect.
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3. TattleTale 8 Control Board
The schematic diagr of the TatteTale 8 is shown in Figue AI0 (Document
number DUSTT8IF. The Onset TT8 is mounted on the control board via the TI8's
16-pin and 20-pin expansion I/O connectors (two single row, .100 spacing, headers),
afer mountig the Onset PCMCIA Interface board using Squishy Bus connectors per
Onset. The control board provides both regulated +12V (LM7812) and +5V (7663)
for those pars of the system which require these voltaes to be derived from the
+24V mai batry system. Mai +24V power and RS-232 console communications
comes onboard via P4. A group of 3 PET switches with ine fues controls +24V
power to the 3 ai pumps via connectors PI though P3. A very low resistance
curent-monitorig shunt is place in the pump power common lie (MGND). Al
other I/O, both control lies and RS-485 interfaces, as well as AI signal
conditionig, resides on the expansion interfac board described later. Inter-
connection to ths expansion board is via 26-pin ribbon cable at P7 and lO-pin ribbon
cable at P8.
Additional I/O lie expanion for the TI8 is provided by a pic 16C73
microcontroller on the control board. Ths micro controller communicats via 9600
baud serial lies (at CMOS levels) connected to two TI8 TPU port lies (fuer
description in Section V - Softare); The pic I/O expansion provides control lies
for the 3 PET pump power switches on ths board, and 10 I/O lies for power control
of simar PET switches on the expansion interfac board. The pic provides a simple
way to expand two TI8 I/O lies into 13 additional lies needed by the system.
A spare connector for backup +24V battery is provided, though not used in
the buoy system. Additionaly, +24V ma power detection, whie provided, is
curently unused in the buoy system. (These provisions were used in ealier shore
testig on Bermuda sumer 1996).
4. RS-485 and AI Expanion Interface
The second board of the pai in the SCU provides most of the interface
circuitr and header connectors for al the cales comig from the pumps, flow
meters, and system end cap. A schemac diag is shown in figue All (document
number DUST8EXP). The interconnections from the TI8 control board come in via
10-pin ribbon cale at P6 and 26-pin ribbon cable at P7. Th board is stacked on the
control board using 1/2" 4-40 stadoff hardware. The two priai uses of the
expansion interface are to provide RS-485 plus power to the individua Dust Sample
Units (DSU) and to provide AI conditionig for the flow meters and external
sensors .
A group of 5 RS-485 interface IC's (MA485 or equivalent) and associated
PET switches are used to connect to the 5 DSU's via connectors PI though P5. Al
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RS-485 transmit data lies are tied to a single TT8 TPU port lie. Each receive data
lie goes to its own TT8 TPU port lie. Each DSU is individuay powered at +24V
via fused FET switches.
Thee dua OP amps (LT1078) provide signal conditionig for the 6 AI
inputs on the TT8. Power control using FET switches is also provided. A 7660 IC
provides -5V supply for the OP amps (+5V is taen diectly from reguate +5V VCC
via a 10 ohm resistor for some noise isolation).
Two AI chaels serve the redundant pai of ai flow meters used by the
system; the flow meters ar individualy powered; connection is via connectors P9 and
PIO. These devices monitor the combined ai flow of the 3 ai pumps. One AI
chael and FET switch serves the RM Young Rai Gauge; connecon is via PLL.
Two more AI chaels and a single FET switch are used to monitor wind spe and
relative wid diection (there is no compass in the system at present). Connection is
via P12, with spe signal at pin 4 and diection sign at pin 5. The 6th and last AI
chael monitors pump curent flow across a shunt resistor. Except for the curent
flow chael, al inputs are unty gai 0-4.095V inputs. The current shunt chael
ha approxily 80x gai (0 - 50 mv = 0 - 1.0 amps)
In addition to the ma fuctions describe above, there is a digita input and
associated FET switch for a simple ra detetor. A high level at ths input (connector
P13) pul a TI8 port lie low to indica a ra drop detection. An additional spare
digita input at P8 is not curently used.
5. Individual Dust Sample Unit (DSU)
The DSU (or fiter module) consists of a fiter and its holder for collectig the
aerosol saple, an electrcay controlled bal valve for protecting the fiter, a
washdown systm (water reservoir, pump, and nozzles) for cleang the ai intae,
and a DSU controller board. These components are housed in an envionmntay
seaed box and connected to the SCU via a 4 wir power/communcaons cable and
an ai hose. Block diag, schematcs and photogrhs of the DSU can be found in
the ma text in figus 2 and 3 and photogrphs 1 and 2.
6. Dust Sample Unit Controller Board
A schematc diag of the controller board for the dust sample unt is
presente in figue A-12 (document number DUSTCTR). The hear of the DSU
controller board is a PIC16C73 micro-controller. The PiC communcats with the
SCU via RS-485, accepting commds from the SCU, and respondig by controllg
some par of the DSU or reportng on some curent state. An LM317 provides
regulated +5V for the microcontroller from the +24V incomig supply from the SCU.
The PiC controls two FET switches to route power to the bal valve OPEN and
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CLOSE inputs. Limt switches in the bal valve mechasm prevent stag the
motor/gear box, and simpli the control task. An additional set of position switches
in the bal valve are monitored by two PiC port pins to indicate valve open, closed, or
in-motion. A thd PET power switch is used to control the washdown water pump.
Al three PET switches control +24V power.
A- V. Software
Th section wi describe severa separte pieces of softare. Ths includes
softare for the TT8 ma controller in the SCU, softare for the PIC16C73 I/O
expanion on the TT8 Control Board, softar for the PIC16C73 controller on the
DSU Controller Board, and PC softare for conversion of the binar data stored in
the PCMCIA card durg the deployment. Ony paral litigs are provided to give a
feel for the progr flow of each component of the system.
The following litigs for the TI8 controller softar are include in pritouts
that follow.
1. List A-I and A-2: vrbls.c and struct.dec: these are the global
varables fie and C strctu declarons.
2. List A-3: dbxmai.c - ths is the mane code for the ITS controller.
3. List A-4: procmnd.c - ths is the command procssor code.
The PiC I/O expanion softar is given in List A-5. dpicmain.c is the
maie code for the very simle port expanion using the PiC. It simly gets a pai
of byts from its seri port and wrtes the second byt out to the pic I/O port
speifed by the fit byt.
pic DSU controller softare List A-6 dctlmain.c is the mainline code for the
DSU controller. It consists maiy of commd and response processing for the DSU
operation.
Binar data conversion softare: The captued HEX-ASCII dump from the
FB commd on the DUST Buoy controller is processed into an ASCII fie with
extension .csv. Typical fienams are DB970606.CSV (DustBuoy 1997 June 6th.
Comm Separed Value). Th is a fie of one miute, comm separted values.
The formt of a lie from the .csv file follows:
year,month,day,hour,miute, wind_sped, wind_direction, precip_level, staus_byt,
pump_curent, flow_meter_l, flow_metel-2, sample_number
69
For example:
97,05,28,08,00, 4.2, 188.0, 12.3,4,547.2, 15.2, 14.7, 1
Ths lie is from 1997, May 28 at 08:00. Wind sped is 4.2 mis, diection
relatve to buoy is 188.0 degrees. Precipitaon gauge level is 12.3 mm Status is 4
indicatig NO RAIN (0 would indicat RAIN. Pup curent is 547 ma. How
meters 1 and 2 indicat 15.2 and 14.7 liters per miute
respetively. The curent sample is #1.
List A-7, dbascd.c, is compiled on a PC using GCc. Th listig is the
complete processing progr.
70
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List A-I: libls.c
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46.
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
1* $modname$$version$$date$$time$
REVISION HISTORY:
$log$
*1
1*
** * ** * ** * ** * *** ** * ***** * *********** * ** ****** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** **
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUION
* UPPER OCEA PROCESSES GROUP
* PHSICAL OCEANOGRAPH DEPl.
* WOODS HOLE, MASSACHUSETTS USA 02543
*
* File: vrbls. c
*
* Function: variable declarations
*
*
*
*
*
Project: Dust Buoy System Controller
*
*
*
Programmer: G. A.
* copyright (c) 1997 Woods Hole oceanographic Institution * *
* * *** * ***** * ** *** * ***** * *** *** ** * ** * ** * ** *** * * ** ** * ** * ** *****
*1
1* Additional reserved words used by Aztec 'C68' and TT7
but not recognized by source Print.
~e ~ ulong, ushort, uchar, asm, baal, ptr * I
#include "struct.dec"
#include ~time.h~
#include ~tat332 _h~#include ~tt8lib.h~
char version(J = "DUSTBUOY v1.0"¡
I * NOTE: these next few variables refer to main hardware UAT * I
char new_chi 1* temp location for new char in serial interrpt *1bool RS232DriverOn¡ 1* if set,keep RS232 Driver turned On *1
char inbuf (256) ¡ 1* interrpt input buffer for main UAT */
char procbuf (256) ¡ /* processing buffer * /bool cmnd rdy¡ /* if SET, a complete input message received */
char *msgptr¡ /* pointer to serial buffers * /
/* */
1* if SET, eeprom page 0 no good * /
/* size of User EEPROM space *// * timeout flag for response * I/ * pointer to time structure * I
UeeErr ee fail ¡
short uee size ¡
int timeouE;
struct tm *timeptr¡
time t t¡int-minutes¡ /* FAST test multiplier - default=60 */
time_t start_time, stop time¡ 1* general interval timing *1
time_t current_time, next_sample_time, next_opsdata_time¡ /* sample timing *1
ushort elapsed¡ /* count of minutes elapsed for current sample * /
char mod buf (256) ¡ /* module i/o buffer * I
struct eeprom_image *eeytr¡ /* pointer to EEPROM RA image */bool sample_oK¡ 1* flag set if OK to dust sample per 1 minute parms */bool NO_rain¡ /* flag set if OK to dust sample per rain detector * /bool GO_mode¡ 1* flag set if OK to begin overall operation * /bool date set¡ 1* flag set if date & time have been set * /
bool fast-test¡ /* flag set for test mode ops *1bool running¡ /* set if sampling is active *1bool flow_on¡ /* true while flow meters powered up *1short speed¡ /* wind speed counts * /
short direction¡ / * wind direction counts * I
uns:Lgned char adpwr¡ 1* current setting of aid power control bits 1
uns;gned char precip¡ /* precipitation level counts *1
unsigned char status¡ /* status byte
bit 0 - sample OK sense = 0 (Bermuda test)
m
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76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
bit 1 - +24v POWER OK = 0 (Bermuda test)
bi t 2 - rain detect TRUE = 0
bi ts 3 to 7 unused
* II * air pump current counts * I
I * flow meter 1 counts * II * flow meter 2 counts * I
rain delay; 1* working location for re-start delay after rain
- shu tdown * I
wind delay; 1* working location for re-start delay after wind
- shu tdown * I
unsigned short sample number; 1* number of dust samples taken *1
float wind speed; - 1* handle wind maximin checking *1
float wind-avg;
float wind=sample (60) ;
short wind index = 0;
short wind-count = 0;
unsigned ebar eeram(8192); 1* serial eeprom ram working area *1
char chobuf (128) ; 1* TPU 0 buffer 64 bytes + TSER MIN MEM (=64) *1
char ch1buf (128) ; 1* TPU 1 buffer *1 - -
char ch2buf (128) ; 1* TPU 2 buffer *1
char ch3buf (128) ; 1* TPU 3 buffer *1
char ch4buf (128) ; 1* TPU 4 buffer *1
char ch5buf (128) ; 1* TPU 5 buffer *1
char ch7buf (128) ; 1* TPU 7 buffer *1
ctur ch8buf (128) ; 1* TPU 8 buffer *1
struct PCMCIA sys P sys; 1* structure contains PCMCIA and other system info *1
struct DUST record DUST data; 1* structure holds time and 60 minutes of data *1
struct PCMCIA_SYS *P_sysytr; 1* pointer to PCMcIA/system info structure *1
struct DUST record *DUsTytr; 1* pointer to DUST data structure *1
ulong addressMod; 1* PCMCIA card ban select variable (ONSET origil nae) *1
ushort rec cnt; I * number of records used in card * I
ushort rec-avail; 1* numbr of records available in card *1hool card íñserted; 1* card flags * I
bool write enabled;bool erase-required;bool card rull;
bool card=half;
short airpump;
short flow1;
short flow2;
unsigned short
unsigned short
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PAGE 1 of 2 --- 24 SEP 97 ----- FILE 14 MAY 97 11:39 -- STRUCT.DEC
/* $modnme$
$version$
$date$
$time$
REVISION HISTORY,
$log$
*/
#include ~time.h~
/* note that this structure contains all deployment parameters for EEPROM * /
struct eeprom_image
¡
unsigned short duration (6) :
time_t sample (5) :
time_t start;
time_t stop:
unsigned short wash_time:
unsigned short wash_delay:
unsigned short rain_check:
unsigned short wind_check:
unsigned short wind_max:
unsigned short wind_min:
unsigned short rain_delay:
unsigned short wind_delay:
J;
/* sample durations in hours - Oth
position is delay til first sample */
/* time of sample - serves as flag that
sample was started also * /
/* deployment start time */
/* deployment stop time ../
/* seconds of wash down time * /
/* seconds until valve open after
wash is complete */
/* set to enale rain detection checking */
/* set to enable wind checking * /
/* max wind speed to sample, tenths m/s */
/* min wind speed to sample, tenths m/s */
/* minutes delay to re-start sampling after shutdown
i.e. hysteresis */
/* minutes delay to re-start sampling after shutdown
i. e. hysteresis * /
-/* this structure contains important system/PCMCIA stuff, 256 bytes * /
struct PCMIA_sys
¡
unsigned long next_record:
unsigned short record_cnt:
unsigned char reserve (248) :
unsigned short sys_CRC:
L :
/* pointer to next available record * /
/ * # of 1 hr records written * /
/* CRC of previous 254 bytes */
/* this is the DUST data record structure, 512 bytes */
struct DUST_record
time_t time1:
short speed(60):
short direction(60):
unsigned char precip(60):
unsigned char status (60) :
/* 4 bytes ANSI time */
/ * wind speed counts * /
/* wind direction counts * /
/* precipitation level counts */
/* status byte
bit 0 - sample OK sense = 0
73
PAGE 2 of 2 --- 24 SEP 97 ----- FILE = 14 MAY 97 11:39 -- STRUCT.DEC
short airpump (60) ;
short flow!;
short flow2;
unsigned short sample;
unsigned char spare (8) ;
unsigned char reserve (10) ;
unsigned short used;
unsigned short dust_CRC;
J;
bit 1 - +24v POWER OK = 0
bit 2 - rain detect TRUE = 0
bits 3 to 7 unused
*/
/* air pump current counts * /
/* flow meter 1 (once. per hour) * /
/* flow meter 2 (once per hour) */
/ * current sample number as of hour' send * /
/* set .to OxA5A5 upon record write */
/* CRC of previous 510 bytes * /
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List A-3: dbxmin.c
/* $modname$$version$$date$$time$
REVISION HISTORY:
$log$
* /
/*
***** **** *** ** **** ** * ** * ** * ****** *** ****** ** * ** * *** *** ** * ** **
* *
*
*
*
*
* WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUION
* UPPER OCEAN PROCESSES GROUP
* PHSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY DEPT.
* WOODS HOLE, MASSACHUSETTS USA 02543*
* File: dbxmain.c*
* Function: Dust Buoy System Controller mainline
*
* Proj ect :
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Programmer: G. A.
copyright (c) 1997 Woods Hole oceanographic Institution
****** ** * * * * ** * *** ** * ** * ** * *** ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * *
*/
/* Additional reserved words used by Aztec i C68' and TT7
but not recognized by Source Print.
~e~ ulong, ushort, uchar, asm, boo 1 , ptr */
#include ~stdio.h~#include ~string.h~#include ~stdlib.h~
#include ~time.h~
#include ~tat332 .h~
#include ~tpu332. h~#include ~tt8lib.h~
#include ~di0332. h~
#include ~userio.h~#include "vrbls.dec"
#include "pcmcia.dec"#include "equates .dec"
char copyright () = "copyright (c) 1996 Woods Hole oceanographic Institution" ¡
char programmer() = "by Geoff AllSUp" ¡
/* 68332 Time processing Unit Definitions * // * definitions and prototypes for Model 8 library * /
void inityins (void) ¡
void ini t storage (void) ¡
void init - comms (void) ¡
void getcIid (void) ¡
void procmnd (void) ;
void pre deploy (void) ¡bool setup (void) ¡
void start sample (ushort) ¡
void stop sample (ushort) ¡
void wash-valve (ushort) ¡
void do samplers (vOid) ¡
void do-opsdata (void) ¡
void store_data (struct DUST record *) ¡
void main (vOid)
ii int i¡
I
i
init:
/* Initialize standard hardware * /
InitTT8 (NO_WATCHDOG,TT8_TPU) ¡ /* SEE TTBLIB.H */
/ * setup the TTB system clock * /
simsetFSys (147200001) ;
15
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main
SetTickRate (10001) ;
SerSetBaud (96001,01) ;
SetTimeSecs ((time t) 0 ,NUL) ;
SerActivate () i -
1* message* I
printf ("\nInitializing system... \n");
1* initialize module-specific hardware *1inityins () ;
1* initialize main comms for interrpts *1SerSetInBuf (inbuf, sizeof (inbuf) ) ;
1* point to processing buffer *1
msgptr = procbuf;
1* initialize some
cmnd _ rdy = FALSE;
running = FALSE;
sample number = 0;
fast test = FALSE;
elapsed = 0;
minutes = 60;
sample_OK = TRUE;
NO rain = TRUE;
GO-mode = FALSE;
date set = FALSE;
flow = on = FALSE;
status = Ox04;
flags and stuff *1
I I allow immediate startup
I I allow immediate startup
1* close all TPU serial channels (0 - 5,7,8) *1
for (i=o; i-:6; i++)
TSerclose (i) ;
TSerclose (7) ;
TSerclose (8) ;
I III
1* initialize the FLSH card storage *1init_storage () ;
1* initialize TPU for UART i/o via RS485 *1
ini t _ comms () ;
1* be sure all pic expansion port values left at 0, all ports OFF *1
TSerPutByte (PICTX, 'A');
TSerPutByte (PICTX, 0) ;
TserPutByte (PICTX, 'B');
TserPutByte (PICTX, 0) ;
TSerPutByte (PICTX, rc,);
TSerPutByte (PICTX, 0) ;
1* message * Iprintf ("Records used: %u, Records available: %u\n", rec_cnt, rec_avail);
1* initialize pointer to EEPROM RA image structure overlay *1
eeytr = (struct eeprom_image *) &eeram (0) ;
1* get user EEPROM size *1
uee_size = Ueesize () ;
1* next, before anything else, read the 7936 bytes of available
user serial EEPROM into RA. * I
ee_fail = UeeReadBlock ( (ushort) 0, eeram, uee_size) ;
1* if failed, print error message *1
if (ee fail)
printf ("Bad EEPROM block read\n ") ;
1* get the current time *1
time (&t) ;
timeptr = local time (&t) ;
1* startup message *1
printf ("\nDst Buoy sampler Test\n");
printf ("Firmware %s\n", version) ;
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main
printf ("%s : %s\n", DATE_,_TIME_);
printf ("Ready. . . \n \n ") ;
1* flush any startup garbage * /SerlnFlush () ;
/* * ** * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * ** * ** * ** * ** * * * * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** *//* main loop * /
while (1)
J* if DATE not set, wait til 'D' and 'G' commands issued on power-up
or just 'G i on restart * 1
if (!GO mode)
r-)* w~Ch for characters to process * /if (SerByteAvail ())getcmnd () ;
i i
i I
/* if a command is ready, process it */
if (cmnd rdy)
procmnd () ;
1* wait a little in low power mode (no bus activity) * /LMelay(OxFF) ;
Li * update the current time * 1
time (&t) ;
timeptr = local time (&t) ;
Jelse
,J * every minute, beginning upon startup, sample the rain guage,
rain detector, and wind, plus status, pump current and flow;
result of checks will toggle sampling if necessary * /
do_opsdata () ;
1* now handle storage to PCMCIA if card is installed and write-enabled
and ready for write * /
if ((write enabled) && (!erase required))
iJ* eve~ minute, from 0 to ~, store the data in the record */
DUST data. speed (timeptr- ~tm min) = speed;
DUST-data. direction (timeptr~ ~tm min) = direction;
DUsT-data.precip(timeptr-~tm miñ) = precip;
DUST-data. status (timeptr-~tm-min) = status;
DUST=data.airpump (timeptr-~tm_min) = airpump;
/* if it i s the last minute of the hour, store the record in thePCMClA card * /
if (timeptr-~tm min == 59) .( -
r-/* store the 2 flow meter readings * /
DUST data. flow1 = flow1;
DUST=data.flow2 = flow2;
I I I I
I I I I
I I I I
I I I I
I I I I
i I I I
i I I I
1 * store the sample number at end of this hour * /
DUST_data.sample = sample_number;
/* store the current time (this is the end of the hour) * /
DUST_data.timei = t;
1 * tag this record as used * 1
DUST_data.used = OxA5A5;
1* message *1
printf ( "wri ting record to FLASH storage \n") ;
1 * and write the record to PCMClA card * 1
store_data (DUST-ptr) ;
/ * bump record pointer for next time * /
DUST -ptr++;
/* adjust the record used and available count for status info * /
rec_cnt++;
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I I L~)ec_avail--;
1* see if all 5 dust samples have been taken *1
if (sample number ç: 6)i -
1* see if it's OK to sample *1
if (sample_oK && No_rain)
~* OK to sample - is it time for the next sample (specified
hours * 60 minutes here unless in fast test mode) * 1
if (elapsed ::= (eeytr-::duration (sample_ñümber) * minutes))
I~* setup for next sample - first kill current sample if
it's runing *1
if (running)
I~* sample running - shut it down *1stop_sample (sample_number) ;
L/* a~d clear the flag *1running = FALSE;l
in
i i i I I
i I I I I
I I I I
1* now setup for next sample - bump sample number * 1
sampl e _ number++ ;
L/* reset elapsed time for new sample *1elapsed = 0;)
1* if a sample is NOT currently running,
except for dummy sample 0 - delayed start, and less
than 6 *1
if ((sample number :: 0) && (sample numbr ç: 6) && (!ruing))i - -
1/* then start it now *1start_sample (sample_number) ;
LL/* s~t running flag * 1
running = TRUE;
) )
else II NOT OK to sample
r~* if there is a sample 1 - 5
if (ruing && sample number)i -
1/* stop it *1stop_sample (sample_number) ;
running, shut it down * 1
LLL/* a~d Clear.. the flag *1
running = FALSE;).,
) )
1* wait for minute to rollover, handle commands *1
while (timeptr-::tm sec != 0) 
1/* wait a little in low power mode (no bus activity) *1LMDelay(OxFF) ;
I I I
I I I
I I i
1* get time *1
time (&t) ;
timeptr = local time (&t) ;
1* watch for characters to process * 1
if (SerByteAvail ())
getcmnd () ;
1 * if a command is ready, process it * 1
if (cmnd rdy)
procmña () ; 78
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main
L-Ì
1* wait for second to rollover *1
while (timeptr-::tm sec == 0)\ -
1/* wait a little in low power mode (no bus activity) *1LMelay(OxFF) ;
L/* get time *1
time (&t) ;
)imeptr = local time (&t) ;
1* finally, bump elapsed minutes count if sample is running,
or it i S dummy sample 0 - delayed start * 1
if (ruing II (! sample_number) )
elapsed++ ;
I I 1* message *1
II if (sample number "" 6)
1 1 printf ("sample #%d elapsed: %u minutes\nn, sample_number, 
elapsed) ;
LL-ÌÌ 1* end of main while loop *1
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procmnd
List A-4: procmd. c
/* $modname$$version$$date$$time$
REVISION HISTORY:
$log$
*/
/*
** *** *** * ** **** *** ** * * * * *~ ****** * * * * ** *** * ** *** * ** * ** * * * **** *
* *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUION
* UPPER OCEA PROCESSES GROUP
* PHYSICA OCEANOGRAPHY DEPl.
* WOODS HOLE, MASSACHUSETTS USA 02543
*
* File: procmnd.c
*
* Function: command processor
Model: SMA
*
*
*
Project: Dust Buoy
*
*
*
*
Programmer: G. A. *
*
copyright (c) 1997 Woods Hole oceanographic Institution *
*
** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * * * ** * ** *** * ** * ** * * * * ** * *** ** * *
*/
/* Additional reserved words used by Aztec . CG8' and TT7
but not recognized by Source Print.
ce~ ulong, ushort i uchar, asm, bool i ptr * /
#include cstdio.h~#include cstring.h~#include "equates .dec"#include "vrbls.dec"
void d cid (void) ¡
void f- cid (void) ¡
void go cmnd (void) ¡
void heip cmd (void) ¡
void t cmd (void) ;
void sample cmnd (void) ;
void status-cmnd (void) ;
void stop cñd (void) ¡
void ee update (void) ;
void xi=cmnd (void) ;
void procmnd (void)
t
1* only a subset of commands allowed if GO has been issued * /
if (GO mode)
J* ~e first letter (or only letter) in the input buffer is
the command to process, so vector accordingly. 'msgptr' is
set to the start of the input buffer by the serial interrupt
when 'cmndrdy' is set * /
swi tch (*msgptr)
iJ* 'F' commands - do FLASH memory stuff */
case 'F':
IJ* pr cess the message * /f_cmnd () ;
L/* and exit case * /break¡)i i
i I
/* 'H' command responds with help message */
case 'H':
case '?': 80
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procmnd
1)* process the message * /help_cmd () ;
L/* and exit case * /break ;)
/ * , S' command * /case's' :
IL* is it request for status? * /
~f (! strncmp ("STAT", msgptr, (size_t) 4) )
/* process the message * /
status_cmnd() ;
/* or a request to stop sampling * /
else if (!strncmp("STOP",msgptr, (size t)4))
/* process the message * / -
stop_cmnd () ;
L/* and exit case */break ;)
/* magic passwd to monitor * /case 'X':
1)* ~ee if it'S magic passwd */
if (! strcmp ("XYZZY" , msgptr) )
/* process the message * /
ResetToMon () ;
L/* and exit case * /break;)
LL/* default is NO RESPONSE * /
defaul t:break;
) )else
)*
I I
I I
the first letter (or only letter) in the input buffer is
the command to process, so vector accordingly. 'msgptr' is
set to the start of the input buffer by the serial interrupt
when 'cmdrdy' is set * /
switch (*msgptr)
1)* 'D' command - set date and time */
case 'D':
1)* pr cess the message * /d_cmnd () ;
L/* and exit case * /break;)
/* 'F' commands - do FLSH memory stuff * /case 'F':
1)* process the message * /f_cmnd () ;
L/* and exit case * /break ;)
/ * i G ' command - enable sampl ing * /
case 'G':
Llf (!strncmp("GO",msgptr, (size t)2))/* process the message * / -
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I I
procmnd
go_cmnd () ;
L/* and exit case * /break;)
/* 'H' command responds with help message */
case 'H':
case '?':
r-~* process the message * /
I help_cmd () ;
L/* and exit case * /break;)
/ * 'S' command * /case's' :
I~* is it request to set sample times? * /
if (!strncmp ("SAMP", msgptr, (size t) 4) )
/* process the message * / -
sample_cmnd () ;
/* is it request for status? * /
else if (!strncmp("STAT",msgptr, (size t)4))
/* process the message * / -
status_cmnd () ;
/* or a request to stop sampling */
else if (!strncmp("STOP",msgptr, (size t)4))
/* process the message * / -
stop_cmnd () ;
L/* and exit case * /break;Ì
I I
/* 'T' command - handle test commands */case 'T':
r-~* process the message * /
I t_cmnd () ;
L/* and exit case * /break;)
/* 'U' command handles EEPROM update * /case 'U':
i~* look for password 'OK', abort if not
if (! strncmp ("UOK", msgptr, (size_t) 3) )
L~* process the message * /ee update () ;Ì -
found * /
I I L/* and exit case * /break ;Ì
/* XMODE command for xmodem transfer * /case 'X':
~* is it a command to wait for XMODEM transfer on console port? */
if (!strncmp(ltXMoDE",msgptr, (size t)5)) -
C/* process the message * /
xm cmnd () ;
Ì -
/* or see if it's magic passwd */
else if (!strncmp("xyzzY",msgptr, (size_t) 5))
/* process the message * /
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procmnd
ResetToMon () ;
I I L/* and exit case * /break;l
LL/* default is NO RESPONSE * /
default:break;
l l
/* we're done processing the message, so clear the flag to allow
next inbound message to come in (won i t be received til any
outbound response is complete) * /
cid_rdy = 0;
/* be sure msgptr is OK * /
msgptr = procbuf;
/* and flush any extraneous garbage in input buffer * /SerInFlush () ;
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main List A-5: dpicmain. c
#pragma option v;
1* $modname$$version$$date$
$ time $
REVISION HISTORY:
$log$
* I
1*%* * ** * * * * ** * ** ** * * ** * ** * ** * * * * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** ** * * * * * * * * ** * *
* *
*
*
*
*
* WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUION
* UPPER OCEAN PROCESSES GROUP
* PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY DEPT.
* WOODS HOLE, MASSACHUSETTS USA 02543*
* File: dpicmain.c*
* Function: Dust System controller 1/0 Expansion
*
* project:
* *
*
*
Programmer: G _ A . *
*
* copyright (c) 1996 Woods Hole oceanographic Institution * *
** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * *** * * * ** * ** * * * * ** * *** ** * * ** * * * ** * *** * * * *** *
Timing:
1 instruction cycle = 4 clock periods
2.4576 MHZ clock -~ .4069 uSEC period
1 instruction cycle - ~ 1.6276 uSEC
*1
1* Additional reserved words used by MPC
but not recognized by Source Print.
~e~ auto, bi ts, interrupt
*1
#define NOLONG I I Comment this out if using 'long' variables
#include d6C73. h~
#include "dustpic2.dec"
1* global variables * I
char ch, s (10) ;
char i;
char far *ms.gptr;
1* code space message strings * I
const char version () = "DUSTEXP vi. o\r\n";
1* declarations * /
void initports (void) ;
void initserial (void) ;
void serint (void) ;
void get rotor (void) ;
char inchar (void) ;
void outchar (char) ;
void delay (char) ;
void sendmsg (char far *);
1* ****** *** ** * ** *** *** **** ****** ** *** * ** * ** * ** **********************
* mainline
*** ** *** * ** * * * * ** * ** *** * ** * ** * ** * * * * ** * ** * ** *** *** * * * * * * *** * * * * ** * * * /
void main (VOid)
Ir 1* initialize hardware *1ini tports () ; 84
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main
ini tserial () ;
while (1)
r-) * get a character * I
I ch = inchar () ;
1* determine port A, B, or C *1Srwt::: (,:~):
r-)* get A Port setting *1
I ch = inchar () ;
I I I 1* wri te it to Port A * IPORTA = Chi
I Ibreak;L-)
case 'B':
r-)* get B Port setting *1
I ch = inchar () ;
1* write it to Port B *1
PORTB = ChiI I I
I
¡break;L-)
case 'C':
r-)* get C Port setting *1
I ch = inchar () ;
I I I 1* wri te it to Port C * IPORTC = Chi
I
r:. reak;L-))
L 'Lf* echo the port setting character *1
outchar(ch) ;
)
) I I main
/ * * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * *** ** * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * ** * ** * ** * * * /
1* port initialization *1#include "initport. c"
1* DART initialization * I#include "serial.c"
1* serial port support routines *1#include "sersupt.c"
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List A-6: dctlmin.c
#pragma option v;
/* $modname$$version$$date$
$ ti me$
REVISION HISTORY:
$log$
* /
/*
********* ** * ** ********************* *** * ***** * ** * ** * ** * ***** * *
*
*
*
*
*
*
* WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUION
* UPPER OCEAN PROCESSES GROUP
* PHYSICA OCEAOGRAPHY DEPT.
* WOODS HOLE, MASACHSETTS USA 02543*
* File: dctlmain.c*
* Function: DUST sampler controller (DUSTCTRL) mainline *
* Project: *
*
*
*
*
Programmer: G.A.
copyright (c) 1996 Woods Hole oceanographic Institution
*
*
*
*
*** ** * *** ** * * * ** ** ** * * ** ** * ** * ** * ** ** * * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * * ** * ** * *
Timing:
1 instruction cycle = 4 clock periods
2.4576 MHZ clock -~ .4069 uSEC period
1 instruction cycle -~ 1.6276 uSEC
* /
/* Additional reserved words used by MPC
but not recognized by Source Print.
~e~ auto, bi ts, interrupt
*/
#define NOLONG / / Comment this out if using r long' variables
linclude d6C73 .h~#include "dustctrL.dec"
/* global variables * /
char ch, s (10) ;
char i;
char far *msgptr;
/ * code space message strings * /
const char versionU="DUSTCTRL vi.o\r\n";
const char help()="CM: C,D,H,K,O,s,v,W\r\n";
const char open U = "apening valve\r\n";
canst char close () ="Closing valve\r\n";
const char killedU ="Killed valve\r\n";
const char pumpon () = "Wash pump ON\r\n";
const char pumpoff U = "wash pump OFF\r\n";
const char status U ="Status\r\n";
const char crlf()="\r\n";
const char hexasc U ="0123456789ABCDEF";
/* declarations * /
void handle TMO (void) ;
void initports (void) ;
void initserial (void);
void serint (void) ;
void get rotor (void) ;
char inchar (void) ;
void out char (char) ; 86
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void rx 485 (void) ;
void tX-485 (void);
void deTay(Char);
void sendmsg (char far *);
1* ** ** * * ** * *** * ** ** * * * * ** * ***** *** * ***** * ** *** * ** **** **** * * ** * ** * ***
* interrupt vectors
***** *** **** ******** **** *** *** ****** ***** * ** * ** * ******** *** *** * ** ** * /
_INT (vOid)void
ii
if (INTCON _ TOIF) / / TMRO overflowed
ClNTCON. TOIF = 0; / / Clear TOIF
handle TMRO () ; / / Call handler) -
if (PIR1.RCIF II PIR1.TXIF) / / DART receive interrupt
Cferint () ; / / call handler
L) RestoreContext;
1* ****** ******** * ** * ** * *** ** **** ** *** *** * ****** ****** ***** *** * ** ****
* mainl ine
******** ********** ** *** * ** **** ***** * ** ST. **** ** ********* * ***** * ** ** * /
ITOid main (vOid)
/* initialize hardware * /ini tports () ;ini tserial () ;
i
I
/ / Enable desired interrupts
INTCON. TOIE = 1; / / Timer 0 overflow interrupt
/ / Enable unmasked interrupts
/ / INTCON . GIE = 1; / / Global interrupt enable
INTCON .GIE = 0; / / Global interrpt disable
while (1)
r-~ * get a character * /
I ch. = inchar () ;
/* get a command * /
swi tch (ch)
rbase 'C':r-~* save programmer from himself - turn off the opposite valve control voltage *I VAVE_OPEN = 0;
/* turn on the close voltage * /
VALVE_CLOSE = 1;I I I
I I I
I I
/ * acknowledge wi th mes sage * /
sendmsg (close) ;
Llreak;
case 'D':
r-~* turn off wash pump * /
I WASH PUMP = 0;
/* acknowledge with message * /
sendmsg (pumpoff) ;I I I
I I L lreak; 87
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i I
case 'H':
r-iendmSg (help) ;
L lreak;
case 'K':f .
r/* turn off both
VALVE OPEN = 0;
VALVE=CLOSE = 0;
I I I 1* acknowledge with message * Isendmsg (killed) ;
I I Llreak;
valve control voltages *1
case '0':
1)* save programmer from himself - turn off the opposite valve con'VALVE_CLOSE = 0;
I I I i * turn on the open vol tage * IVALVE_OPEN = 1;
I I I 1* acknowledge with message *1sendmsg (open) ;
I I L lreak;
case's' :
1)* convert status byte low nibble to hex * Ich = hexasc (PORTB & oxOF);
I I I
1* disable receive *1
RCSTA _ CREN = 0;
I I I
1* set to transmit *1
tx_485 () ;
I I I
1* send character */
outchar (ch) ;
I I I
1* and crlf *1
sendmsg (crlf) ;
I I
Llreak;
I i
case 'V':
r-iendmSg (version) ;
I I
Llreak;
case 'W':
I) * turn on wash pump * /WASH_PUMP = 1;
I I I i * acknowledge with message * Isendmsg (pumpon) ;
I I L lreak;
I I default:break;
L-1 i * end swi tch * I
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L) L-) /* end while * //* main */
/* * T* * ** * * * * ** * ** *** * * * * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * *** ** * ** *** * *** ** * ** *** * ** /
/* port initialization * /# incl ude n ini tport . en
/* UART initialization * /#include "seriaL.c"
1* serial port support routines * /
# incl ude "sersupt. e"
/ * interrupt handlers - not implemented yet * /#include "inthandL. e"
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main List A-7: dbascd.c
1* Program dbascd. c
*
* Rev 1.0 - 12 Jun 97
*
* Program to read the i FB' command dump capture file of the TT8 FLSH card
produced by G. Allsup for dust sampler data collection.*
*
*
*
This version converts ANSI time word to year, month, day, hour,min and
applies standard cal factors to the raw data:
*
*
*
*
*
speed:direction:prc level:
pump current:
flow meters:
m/s = counts * 0.05
degrees = counts * 0.1
mm = counts * 0.1952
ma = counts * 0.25
lpm = counts * 0.004*
*
*
*
* REVISION HISTORY:
*
* Rev 1.0 - 12 Jun 97 - for use with DUST BUOY v1. 0 TT8 software
*
*
* compile with gcc 2.7.2 command line: gcc -0 dbasc.exe dbas~.c
*
* Usage: dbascd datafile outputfile
* datafile - tt8 fb capture file name
* outputfile - ascii data file name
*1
#include o:stdio.h::#include o:string.h::#include o:stdlib.h::
#include o:time.h::
1* this is the DUST data record structure, 512 bytes *1
struct DUST record
(
time t time1;
short speed (60) ;
short direction (60) ;
unsigned char precip (60);
unsigned char status (60) ;
1* 4 bytes ANSI time * I
1* wind speed counts *11* wind direction counts * I
1* precipitation level counts *1
1* status byte
bi t 0 - sample OK sense = 0
bit 1 - +24v POWER OK = 0
bit 2 - rain detect TRUE = 0
bits 3 to 7 unused
* I
1* air pump current counts *1
1* flow meter 1 (once per hour) *1
1* flow meter 2 (once per hour) *1
I * current sample number as of hour' s
short airpump (60) ;
short flow1;
short flow2;
unsigned short sample;
unsigned char spare (8) ;
unsigned char reserve (10) ;
unsigned short used;
unsigned short dust CRC;J; -
end * I
I * set to OxA5A5 upon record write * I
1* CRC of previous 510 bytes * I
1* temporary storage for 1 record *1
s true t DUST_record DUST _ da ta;
struct tm *dbxtime;
time_t ttmp;
1* this is the usage string *1
char usage () = "\nUsage: dbascd datafile outputfile\n\
datafile - tt8 fb capture file name\n\
outputfile - ascii data file name\n";
I * main program * I
main (argc, argv)
int argc;
char *argv();
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FILE *fd1, *fd2¡
char start (100) ;
char stop (1001 ;
char *ptr;
unsigned char cvar;
unsigned short ivar;
unsigned long lvar;
int ret;in t i, j , k;
struct tm t;
1* first check for enough arguments *1
if ( argc -c 2)
L~rintf ( II %s II , usage) ;exi t ( -1) ;)
1* argv (0) is the program name - skip it * I
i = 1;
1* input file name * Ifd1 = fopen (argv(i) ,"r") ;
if ( fd1 == NU )
C~rintf ( II \nUnable to open
printf ("%s" ,usage);
exi t ( -1) ;
)
input file %s\nii, argv(i)) ;
I * bump to next argument * Ii++;
1* output file name * I
fd2 = fopen(argv(il, "W");
if ( fd2 == NUL )
C~rintf (" \nUnable to open
printf ("%s" ,usage);
exit(-1) ;
)
output file %s\nii, argv(il ) ;
1* main loop - break out on EOF or completion * Ii=1;
1/* read 1 long (ANSI time) *1
Wh~: =( '~scanf (f cll. . %0 8x' . .1 varl ,
if (feof (fd1) )break;
II fprintf(fd2,"\n%s",ctime((time t *)&lvar));
I DUST_data.timei = Ivar; -
1* read 60 shorts (speed) *1
fe01;: ~a;s;~~ (;~;;~%~:;;~¡î~a;r ,
if ( ret == EOF )break;
DUST data. speed (j 1 ivar;
) -
1* read 60 shorts (direction) *1
feOi ( j = 0; j -c 60; j ++ )
I * read some bytes - shorts * I
ret = fscanf (fdi, "%04x", &ivar) ;
if ( ret == EOF )break;
DUST data.direction(jl ivar;) -
1* read 60 chars (precip) * I
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fe01;: r~a;s~;~~ (;~;;~ .~:~~;.;~) ,
if ( ret == EOF )break;
DUST data.precip(j) = cvar;
) -
/* read 60 chars (status) * /
for ( j = 0; j .c 60; j++ )
ei * read some bytes - chars * /
ret = fscanf (fd1, "%02x", &cvar) ;
if ( ret == EOF )break;
DUST data.status(j) cvar;
) -
/* read 60 shorts (air pump current) * /
for ( j = 0; j .c 60; j++ )
ei* read some bytes - shorts * /
ret = fscanf (fd1, "%04x", &ivar) ;
if ( ret == EOF )break;
DUST data.airpump(j) ivar;
) -
/* read 3 shorts (flow1, flow2, sample) - once per hour */
ret = fscanf (fd1, "%04x", &ivar) ;
if ( ret == EOF )break;
DUST data.flow1 = ivar;
ret ~ fscanf(fd1,"%04x",&ivar);
if ( ret == EOF )break ;
DUST data.flow2 = ivar;
ret ~ fscanf (fd1, "%04x", &ivar) ;
if ( ret == EOF )break;
DUST_data. sample = ivar;
/* read 18 chars (spare) * /
for ( j = 0; j .c 18; j ++ )
Ci * read some bytes - chars * /
ret = fscanf (fd1, "%02x", &cvar) ;
if ( ret == EOF )break;
)
/* read 2 shorts (used, CRC) - once per hour * /
ret = fscanf (fd1, "%04x" , &i var) ;
if ( ret == EOF )break ;
DUST_data. used = ivar;
ret = fscanf (fd1, "%04x", &ivar) ;
if ( ret == EOF )break ;
DUST_data.dust_CRC = ivar;
/* print message & bump count * /printf ("record %5d\r", i) ;
i++;
/ /
/* process and write out the record, one minute per line */
for ( j = 0; j .c 60; j++ )
Li* first time for this minute - recorded at 59th minute, sosubtract out the extra 60 seconds for each minute * /
fprintf (fd2, "%lu,", DUST data- time1 - 3540 + (j * 60));
I ttmp = DUST_data.time1 - 3540 + (j * 60);dbxtime = gmtime(&(ttmp));
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fprintf(fd2, "%.2d, ",dbxtime-::tm year);
fprintf(fd2,"%.2d, ",dbxtime-::tm-mon + 1);
fprintf (fd2 , "% . 2d, " , dbxtime - ::tm - mday) ;
fprintf (fd2, "%. 2d, ", dbxtime-::tm-hour) ;
fprintf (fd2, "%. 2d, ", dbxtime-::tm- min) ;
/ / fprintf (fd2, "%.2d," ,dbxtime-::tm_sec);
/ * speed for this minute * /fprintf (fd2, "%6. 1f, ", (float) DUST_data. speed (j) * 0.05);I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I
/* direction for this minute * /
fprintf (fd2, "%6. 1f, ", (float) DUST_data . direction (j) * 0.1);
/* precip for this minute * /
fprintf(fd2,"%6.1f,", (float) DUST_data.precip (j) * 0.1952);
/* status for this minute * /
fprintf(fd2, "%2u,", (unsigned short) DUST_data. status (j));
/* air pump current for this minute * /
fprintf(fd2, "%6.lf,", (float) DUST_data. airpump (j) * 0.25);
/* flow1 for this minute (only updated hourly at minute 59) */
fprintf(fd2,"%6.1f,", (float) DUST_data.flow1 * o.oo~);
/* flow2 for this minute (only updated hourly at minute 59) * /
fprintf (fd2, "%6 .1f,", (float) DUST_data. flow2 * 0.004);
L/* sample number (1 - 6) for this minute * /fprintf (fd2, "%2u\n", DUST data. sample) ;1 -
/* this record done - used value and newline to break up records *1
/ / fprintf (fd2, "%. 2u\n", DUST_data. used) ;
L/* look for EOF */
if (feof (fd1) )break;
1 /* end while * /
L /* clean up */
end:ciose (fd1) ;
fclose (fd2) ;
1
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